
K O G 1301 

Chapter 1301 – A Powerful Race Gets Involved 

Hah, a mere Rank Five True God probably can’t hold this level of Death Liquid in his Origin Dimension. Is 

he not worried about damaging his Death Dimension? Ancient God Black Extreme mentally jeered. 

Even he didn’t dare to absorb the Death Liquid too quickly. After all, his Origin Dimension was linked to 

his Eye of Death. If it was damaged, it would be the same as his Eye of Death being heavily damaged. 

But a moment later, Ancient God Black Extreme’s face froze. Zhao Wang’s eyes began to madly spin to 

life, sucking up the Death Liquid from the pool like a giant vortex. This absorption speed was quite a bit 

faster than Ancient God Black Extreme’s. 

What... how? Is he really not afraid of death? Ancient God Black Extreme’s body was stiff, his mind 

reeling. 

On the other end, Zhao Feng, Lin Chengwu, and the beautiful young lady firmly suppressed the Eye of 

Death Yao God. 

Lin Chengwu and the lady also noticed that Zhao Wang was unusual, but compared to Ancient God Black 

Extreme, they hoped that Zhao Wang would be able to absorb the majority of the Death Liquid. 

“Ancient God Black Extreme, why are you so slow? You’re even slower than Zhao Feng’s clone!” The 

young lady giggled, causing Ancient God Black Extreme to pale. 

Zhao Wang faintly smiled. Although he had only recently become a Rank Five True God, the Staff of 

Death Curse, the high-level resources of the Ancient Dream Realm, and the guidance of various experts 

had already brought him to the peak of Rank Five, not far from Rank Six. The current him had already 

obtained the basic acknowledgment of the Staff of Death Curse and was able to exhibit a portion of its 

power. 

Within the Death Dimension, each drop of Death Liquid would naturally flow to the Staff of Death Curse, 

circling around before flowing into the staff. 

The Staff of Death Curse had been sealed under the God Sealing Stone stele for many years and had lost 

much of its power. This Death Liquid served as an ideal supplement. 

As it absorbed the Death Liquid, the Staff of Death Curse would lower the quality of a portion of the 

Death Liquid and leave it in the Death Dimension for Zhao Wang to use. Thus, the two mutually 

benefited each other. 

What’s going on? Unless his Eye of Death has reached the Quasi God Eye level, how could he endure 

this? Ancient God Black Extreme was observing Zhao Wang’s every move. 

He was puzzled over why Zhao Wang was so bold as to absorb so much Death Liquid. However, even 

though so much time had passed, Zhao Wang was showing no ill effects and continued to absorb Death 

Liquid at the same speed. Meanwhile, Ancient God Black Extreme’s Death Dimension was already 

beginning to hit its limits. 



A little while longer, Ancient God Black Extreme was forced to stop absorbing Death Liquid. After 

shooting a glare at Zhao Wang, he seated himself cross-legged and began to refine what he had 

absorbed. 

When he opened his eyes again, the Death Liquid had been almost completely absorbed, with the 

surface covered in Death Intent Crystals. The Eye of Death Yao God was gradually weakening under the 

attacks of Zhao Feng and the other two. 

“It’s about to die!” Zhao Feng called out, and he took several steps forward. 

Lin Chengwu and the young lady also got a little closer to the pool so that they could guarantee 

themselves some of the spoils. 

At a certain moment, the trio launched lethal strikes against the Eye of Death Yao God. 

Boom! Bang! 

The Eye of Death Yao God’s body gradually splintered apart. 

Whoosh! 

The young lady and Lin Chengwu charged right into the dried-up pool. Zhao Feng only pretended to 

approach the pool while his left eye was focused on the collapsing Eye of Death Yao God, where a 

spatial vortex was slowly emerging. 

Above the spatial vortex was a pitch-black chestnut-shaped crystal exuding thick Death energy. This was 

the Intent Crystal that was inside the Eye of Death Yao God’s body. 

Zhao Feng’s eye could see that there was a sphere in this crystal, similar to an eye. 

Zhao Feng was about to take the chestnut-shaped crystal, but Ancient God Black Extreme’s figure 

suddenly appeared nearby. As he extended a claw, the black mist around it began to exert a powerful 

suction that pulled the Intent Crystal out of Zhao Feng’s range. 

This person’s target is... Zhao Feng’s face darkened as he used his Space Intent to blink to the crystal. 

He had only noticed the unique traits of this black crystal because of his left eye, making him want to 

take it, but apparently, Ancient God Black Extreme’s goal was the Intent Crystal inside that Yao God from 

the very beginning. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

With consecutive blinks, Zhao Feng was able to get close to the crystal and seize it for himself. 

“Brother Zhao is quite skilled!” Ancient God Black Extreme saw that Zhao Feng had obtained the Intent 

Crystal and ceased his own attempts. 

Lin Chengwu and the young lady also put down what they were doing and looked at Zhao Feng and 

Ancient God Black Extreme. 

“Zhao Feng, what did you get?” 



“The four us are working together for the time being, but you wanted to take something good and not 

share?” 

The two naturally understood that they had seemingly missed out on some even more precious 

treasure. 

“This is the Intent Crystal that was in the Yao God. Its quality is quite a bit higher than the Intent Crystals 

in the pool. If you’re willing to give this Intent Crystal to me, I will give up on the Intent Crystals in the 

pool!” Zhao Feng fearlessly showed off the Intent Crystal he had just obtained. 

After saying his piece, Zhao Feng looked at Ancient God Black Extreme. 

The other two could see that the Intent Crystal in Zhao Feng’s hand truly was as he said: of slightly 

higher quality than the rest. But Ancient God Black Extreme seemed to know something else, it was just 

a matter of if he was willing to say anything. If he didn’t say anything, the other two wouldn’t notice and 

would give up on the Intent Crystal. 

The words Ancient God Black Extreme eventually said took Zhao Feng by surprise. 

“I have no objection,” Ancient God Black Extreme very casually said. 

But internally, Ancient God Black Extreme was sneering. Whatever the three of you can get for now will 

all be mine in the end! 

Lin Chengwu and the young lady didn’t need these Intent Crystals personally, they only cared about 

their value. After weighing the pros and cons, they eventually agreed. 

They felt that the person they had to be most vigilant against was Ancient God Black Extreme. Since 

Ancient God Black Extreme didn’t care, they didn’t need to press Zhao Feng. 

Zhao Feng managed to smoothly obtain the special Intent Crystal. 

Before placing it in his Interspatial Dimension, Zhao Feng activated his left eye and carefully examined it. 

He realized that the sphere in the Intent Crystal was actually an Eye of Death! 

Could it be that, when the expert of this place died, the eye encountered something else and evolved into 

a Yao God? Zhao Feng pondered the matter for a while before putting it aside. 

Although all he gained was this special Intent Crystal, he had also obtained a large amount of Death 

Liquid earlier. In short, Zhao Feng had actually gained the most from this assault. 

The Death Intent Crystals in the pool were quickly divided between the other three. The only things left 

were broken-down objects like withered herbs and ore drained of energy. 

“Let’s go! The path ahead should lead to some other important place,” Ancient God Black Extreme said 

as he began to take the lead. 

But the moment they came to the path, Ancient God Black Extreme stopped and began to cautiously 

advance step by step. 



“I removed all the mechanisms and traps previously, so we could travel as we pleased, but now, we will 

need to be very careful. It’s better if the rest of you don’t touch anything!” Ancient God Black Extreme 

solemnly said. 

The rest of the party members nodded. They didn’t know what divine being had once resided in this 

place, but it had undoubtedly been someone that far surpassed their current level. 

They had no doubt that the traps here could instantly kill them. If not for Ancient God Black Extreme’s 

skill in traps and arrays, they might have given upon on further exploration. 

After advancing a little farther, they came to a crossroads. The group knew nothing about the place, so 

they left the choice up to Ancient God Black Extreme. 

The party passed through rooms of various sizes. Some of them were completely collapsed, but there 

were still Yao Gods hiding in them. Other rooms contained quite a few precious resources infused with 

Death Intent. 

“Could this place have been the residence of some powerful Eye of Death descendant?” the beautiful 

lady somewhat impatiently asked. 

Everything they had found up to now was related to Death Intent, leaving her very annoyed. 

“It shouldn’t be. Outside, we encountered quite a few Yao Gods with Destruction Intent and Life Intent,” 

Lin Chengwu calmly said. 

“Everyone, these ruins are enormous! Don’t get anxious.” Ancient God Black Extreme faintly smiled. 

The rest of the group nodded. From the outside, these ruins truly appeared gigantic. However, the traps 

and arrays greatly hindered their progress, meaning that they probably hadn’t even searched one 

percent of the ruins. 

At this moment, above the ruins, nearly ten figures flew by, led by a stalwart figure with golden eyes 

that shone with determination. 

“Ancient God Giant Spirit, it’s right down there!” a youth with dark golden skin smiled and said. 

This person was none other than the one who had nearly wiped out the Spiritual Race’s team in the 

gambling match between the two races, Ancient God Gilded Gold. 

“The Destruction Origin in my body was obtained from these ruins, but there are too many mechanisms 

inside. I simply didn’t have the power to continue exploring,” Ancient God Gilded Gold continued. 

On his training journey, he had accidentally entered this place where he had a lucky encounter and 

broke into the Ancient God level. In the end, he returned to his race and became the ace card for the 

gambling match. Alas, he was ultimately defeated by Zhao Feng. 

“We came prepared this time. At the very least, we should be able to extract the majority of the 

treasure from these ruins!” Ancient God Giant Spirit growled. 

“This old man has explored a few ruins left behind by the Heaven’s Legacy Race before.” Next to him, an 

elder wearing a robe adorned with violet clouds gave a confident smile. 



At this moment, many Yao Gods in the area noticed this group and madly threw themselves at the 

newcomers. 

“Seeking death!” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s body trembled, physical power shaking the heavens while 

golden flames wreaked havoc. 

This storm of golden flames swept up all the debris, shattered ruins, and flung them aside. Yao Gods 

weaker than Rank Seven were immediately pulverized by this powerful energy. 

“Too strong!” The surviving Yao Gods sensed the danger coming from Ancient God Giant Spirit and felt a 

tinge of fear. 

At this moment, Ancient God Giant Spirit began to jab out with his finger. 

Swoosh swoosh! 

Several dazzling beams of golden flame shot toward the surviving Yao Gods and ran them through. 

“Ah...!” Flames spread across their bodies, causing them to crack apart and eventually burn to ash. 

A Rank Eight Ancient God really is something else! Ancient God Gilded Gold mentally sighed. 

“Prepare to explore,” Ancient God Giant Spirit said once he had finished handling the Yao Gods. 

“It seems like someone else came before us,” the violet-robed elder whispered as he observed the area. 

“That’s perfect. Have them forge the path for us.” Ancient God Giant Spirit was unperturbed. 

Afterward, the Blazing Gold Race party found an entrance and went inside. 

Chapter 1302: Movement from the Incubating Egg 

The Blazing Gold Race party entered through a small path and encountered no obstructions. 

“The mechanisms and arrays on this path have already been undone by someone. If we follow this 

route, we won’t be able to get anything good.” The violet-robed elder of the Blazing Gold Race suddenly 

stopped. 

“The party ahead of us shouldn’t have many people, right?” Ancient God Gilded Gold asked. 

The Blazing Gold Race had brought mostly Rank Seven Ancient Gods, with their leader being the Rank 

Eight Ancient God Giant Spirit. 

Based on what Ancient God Gilded Gold had said, there weren’t any treasures here that could tempt 

higher-ranked Ancient Gods in these ruins. Moreover, these ruins were located in the territory of the 

five-star faction, Divine Tree Ocean. It was not proper for the Blazing Gold Race to so brashly send in its 

upper echelon members deep into the territory of another five-star faction. That would just expose the 

ruins. 

In the end, the Blazing Gold Race decided to send a group of Rank Seven Ancient Gods led by a Rank 

Eight Ancient God. 



“That’s natural. From what this old man can see, the other team can’t be more than five people.” The 

violet-robed elder smiled. 

“Everything they have obtained will be the Blazing Gold Race’s!” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s eyes flashed 

with golden light. 

The meaning of his words was blatantly obvious. They would slowly progress on this route and rob and 

kill anyone they ran into. 

The dimension these ruins resided in was extremely unstable. If a Rank Nine Ancient God entered, even 

coming out alive would be a problem. Thus, the members of the Blazing Gold Race surmised that they 

could not possibly run into a Rank Nine Ancient God. 

They belonged to the race ranked 21st among the Ten Thousand Ancient Races and had many people in 

their party. They could essentially dominate these ruins. 

... 

Underground, Zhao Feng’s party continued to cautiously advance. In comparison to the outside, where 

Yao Gods were the greater threat, most of the danger inside the ruins came from the traps. 

“I smell something strange!” The young lady’s nose suddenly flared as she spoke. 

It just so happened that there was a fork in the road up ahead. 

“Based on how the mechanisms are distributed, there should be an important area up ahead,” Ancient 

God Black Extreme said, and the direction he was pointing was in roughly the same direction as the odor 

the woman smelled. 

The party decided to follow this direction. After traveling for a little while, the path began to widen 

while a massive door of violet crystal appeared in front of them. 

The violet crystal door was the largest the group had encountered. They could faintly see through its 

boundary array. 

Inside was a large circular room, the walls studded with crystal boxes. The boxes contained various 

colors of dirt upon which many kinds of flowers and herbs had been planted. Besides that, there were 

also many kinds of large devices and instruments that none of them had ever seen before. 

But this circular chamber had partially collapsed, resulting in many of these objects being buried or 

broken. Many of the crystal boxes embedded in the walls had been damaged or destroyed, with their 

plants having withered away long ago. 

But two of the crystal boxes had managed to remain intact. Some of the plants inside them still had 

spiritual energy and glistened with a strange luster. 

“That’s... Seven-Colored Samsara Grass!” the young lady yelped in surprise. 

Of the Eight Great God Eyes, the hardest to cultivate was the Eye of Destiny while the second hardest 

was the Eye of Samsara. This was because the powers of these two eyes were extremely difficult to 

comprehend. 



For example, back in the Continent Zone, one of Zhao Feng’s past opponents, Sacred King Samsara, had 

only managed to comprehend the power of Samsara by constantly hunting down people who had 

reincarnated. 

“Celestial Void Sacred Mushroom! Thousand Wheel Karma Fruit!” The usually calm Lin Chengwu 

immediately widened his eyes as he spotted a few of the plants behind the barrier. 

“Ancient God Black Extreme, hurry and open up this array!” The young lady was rather impatient. 

Everything they had encountered so far was related to Death Intent, but now, she finally saw the 

cultivation treasures that she longed for. 

Zhao Feng’s left eye could clearly perceive the situation in the crystal chests and determined that they 

were authentic. Zhao Feng cultivated many kinds of Intent at the moment, and many of the objects in 

the crystal boxes would be of great use to him. 

“Don’t be impatient! The mechanisms and arrays for this door are on a far higher level. It will take me a 

while to undo them.” Ancient God Black Extreme appeared more composed. He took out his black stone 

plate and began to research the secrets of this door’s mechanisms. 

“If this place hadn’t been damaged, the cultivation resources inside would probably be equal to the 

entire fortune of a Rank Nine Ancient God....” The woman gave an emotional sigh. 

There were more than twenty of these crystal boxes, but all except two had been damaged. 

While Ancient God Black Extreme was undoing the violet crystal door, the rest of the party seated 

themselves on the ground and began to recover their energy. The area behind the violet crystal door 

had treasures, but there was no telling if it also contained some unexpected danger. 

“Okay!” Ancient God Black Extreme said after a long while. 

“Okay, what do we need to do?” the lady immediately asked. 

“Unlike last time, this formation has five critical spots....” Ancient God Black Extreme gave a simple 

overview of the method. 

The woman immediately summoned two Samsara Immortal Bodies. 

Ancient God Black Extreme proceeded to undo the mechanisms. Once the complicated runes around the 

violet crystal door began to flash, that would be the sign that the mechanisms had been undone. 

Boom! Bang! 

The remaining members of the party immediately attacked the five critical spots, instantly undoing the 

boundary. 

This time, they chose to cautiously step in rather than rush inside. 

“There... doesn’t appear to be anything dangerous here.” Lin Chengwu’s gaze carefully scanned the 

surroundings. 

But at this moment, an enormous boom came from their right. 



“What’s going on?” The beautiful woman immediately appeared wary. The explosion was accompanied 

by powerful ripples of energy. 

With a sweep of their Divine Senses, they immediately paled. 

“It’s someone else!” Lin Chengwu called out. 

The area the explosion came from just so happened to be obscured by a pile of debris, so no one had 

noticed anything strange. In truth, there was another entrance to this area, and while Lin Chengwu and 

the others were breaking their array, another team was at that entrance breaking their own array. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Three figures suddenly appeared in the chamber. The gazes of the two teams instantly met. 

“There was someone else here?” an azure-robed elder asked, his gaze unkind. 

It’s him.... Zhao Feng’s eyes focused on a black-clothed man. 

This middle-aged man had only a single eye, his right eye, which was the Eye of Myriad Forms. This was 

exactly the person that Zhao Feng had bumped into when he was visiting the Life Sacred Land, and with 

his single Eye of Myriad Forms, he had wanted to attack Zhao Feng. 

“Heheh!” The one-eyed Ancient God Profound Devil scanned Zhao Feng’s party and coldly laughed. 

“Zhao Feng!?” A yellow-clothed youth in Ancient God Profound Devil’s team blurted out in surprise. 

Zhao Feng turned to look and realized that this youth was one of the members of the Life Sacred Land 

that he had accompanied to the God Eye Assembly. 

“There are four of us and only three of you, and we were the first to discover this place, so I advise you 

to give up!” Ancient God Black Extreme stepped forward, a look of warning on his face. 

Lin Chengwu and the woman were just preparing to question Ancient God Black Extreme. After all, they 

had all signed contracts ensuring that they could not leak this matter to anyone else, so only Ancient 

God Black Extreme could have done so. 

But when they heard Ancient God Black Extreme’s words, they fell silent. Although Ancient God Black 

Extreme could have leaked the information, there was also a chance that someone else had discovered 

the ruins on their own. 

“Hah, you seem to have more people, but it looks to me like their strength is mediocre.” The azure-

robed elder had a profound and crafty gaze, and he exuded the aura of a peak Rank Seven. 

“Those crystal boxes can’t be directly touched. If we can’t get them, then neither can you!” Ancient God 

Profound Devil chuckled. He was at the peak of Rank Seven as well, even somewhat stronger than the 

azure-robed elder. 

These words caused everyone to inspect the two crystal boxes. It was true that their surfaces were 

covered in complicated and mysterious mechanisms. 



Lin Chengwu and the beautiful woman immediately grimaced. If Ancient God Black Extreme went to 

undo the mechanisms, then the rest of the team would be no match for the other team. But if the other 

team insisted on fighting, they wouldn’t be able to completely drive them away. 

“Let’s not be too hasty....” Ancient God Black Extreme messaged the members of his team and gave his 

own suggestion. 

“If you were able to get here, then you must also have someone skilled with mechanisms and arrays. 

Why don’t we work together and split the contents of the crystal boxes?” Having received the approval 

of the rest of his team, Ancient God Black Extreme spoke his proposal with a smile. 

They could open the boxes first and then fight over the treasures, and since Ancient God Black Extreme’s 

side had one extra person, they would have the upper hand. 

“I was planning to say the same thing.” Ancient God Profound Devil faintly smiled as he stepped 

forward. 

The members of both teams skilled in mechanisms and arrays went to the crystal boxes. The remaining 

members of the teams kept a close eye on the opposing side. 

If my guess is correct, that one-eyed person with the Eye of Myriad Forms is the leader of that 

team. Zhao Feng had a gloomy expression in his eyes, suspicion building in his mind. 

Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound Devil both weren’t that old, yet they had both 

researched mechanisms and arrays, and they both also happened to be the leaders of their respective 

teams. In addition, Zhao Feng saw a team when they were outside that consisted of four people, which 

meant that there was still another team in these ruins. 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but become even more cautious. There was something strange going on with 

this ruin exploration. 

At this moment, Zhao Feng received a message in his mind. 

“Master, that egg...” It was the Black Destruction Serpent Dragon, communicating with Zhao Feng 

through the Dark Heart Seal. 

“Egg?” Zhao Feng was stunned at first, but then his expression froze as he understood. 

In the Spacetime Robe’s dimension, near the Black Destruction Serpent Dragon, the gray and gloomy 

egg was trembling. A complicated silver character would occasionally emerge from the egg and begin to 

strangely float around its surface. 

“Just what is this thieving cat?” The Black Destruction Serpent Dragon had an extremely grave 

expression. 

Suddenly, the mysterious characters and runes on the egg brightened, exuding an ancient aura. 

“This is the aura of an ancient bloodline...!” The Black Destruction Serpent Dragon’s body went stiff. Its 

thin Destruction Dragon Race bloodline was almost completely frozen by the aura of this unknown 

ancient bloodline. 



Zhao Feng was just preparing to look at what was happening in the Spacetime Robe, but at this moment, 

Ancient God Black Extreme bellowed, “Go!” 

The crystal boxes were opened. The extremely valuable cultivation treasures were exposed for all to 

see! 

Chapter 1303: The Thieving Cat Strikes 

The moment the two crystal boxes were opened, Ancient God Black Extreme began to battle with 

Ancient God Profound Devil. 

On the other end, the members of both parties attacked at the same time. 

The azure-robed elder’s eyes immediately exploded with dazzling golden light, unleashing an energy 

that could destroy all things. 

Swish! 

Zhao Feng’s body flashed as he approached the crystal boxes. He was cultivating many kinds of Intent 

and had three clones as well, so any one of these treasures would be of enormous aid to him. 

“Haha, Zhao Feng, I’ll be the one taking care of you!” The yellow-clothed youth from the Life Sacred 

Land activated his physical strength and Eye of Life and charged at Zhao Feng. 

The Eye of Life was one of the weaker God Eyes when it came to fighting power, but it was also easier to 

cultivate, as the majority of cultivation resources contained Life Intent. Thus, everything in this place 

was also very suitable for the yellow-clothed youth. 

Zhao Feng’s expression darkened. When he first met up with the team from the Life Sacred Land, the 

yellow-clothed youth displayed his displeasure. Zhao Feng had heard from Xiahou Wu that his refusal of 

the Life Sacred Land’s invitation had greatly displeased the elders and disciples of that faction. 

Swish! 

Two golden wings condensed behind Zhao Feng. Through the use of both his golden wings and Spatial 

Blink, he was able to avoid the yellow-clothed youth while approaching the crystal boxes. 

“Hmph, get out of here!” Ancient God Profound Devil, who was battling with Ancient God Black 

Extreme, suddenly unleashed a shining golden spear from his right eye at Zhao Feng. 

“So strong!” Zhao Feng used the analysis powers and escape techniques of his left eye to avoid the 

attack. 

Of everyone present, the one-eyed Ancient God Profound Devil was the strongest. While suppressing 

Ancient God Black Extreme, he even had extra strength to attack Zhao Feng. 

Meanwhile, Lin Chengwu was battling with the azure-robed elder. But even with his Eye of Spacetime, 

Lin Chengwu couldn’t find many advantages versus the azure-robed elder. 

In the early stages of this battle, Ancient God Profound Devil’s team had the upper hand. The three of 

them were also doing their utmost to take the cultivation treasures from the crystal boxes. 



The crystal boxes were rather sturdy, but their contents wouldn’t be able to endure any of their attacks. 

As a result, everyone was doing their best to prevent the shockwaves of their battles from getting near 

the crystal boxes, but this also increased the difficulty in taking the treasures. 

At this moment: 

Swish! Swish! 

Several figures rushed onto the battlefield. These were all Samsara Immortal Bodies belonging to the 

beautiful young lady. 

The strongest was a body that had just reached Rank Seven while the rest were Rank Six True Gods. 

As for the young lady herself, she retreated to the rear, occasionally launching long-distance sneak 

attacks on the opposing team. 

With the entry of these Samsara Immortal Bodies, Ancient God Profound Devil’s side gradually began to 

lose ground. 

“Interconnected Myriad Forms Zone!” A multicolored shroud of light appeared around Ancient God 

Profound Devil, the energy of the Myriad Forms of the world contained within it, strengthening both his 

fighting power and defensive capabilities. 

“Heaven Earth Annihilation!” The azure-robed elder’s two eyes began to turn, the Destruction Intent 

beginning to slowly wither away everything before his eyes. 

“These two are truly powerful!” The young lady gasped in surprise. 

But this was also because the opposing team had a good composition. Ancient God Profound Devil was 

skilled in defense, the azure-robed elder had powerful attacks, and the yellow-robed youth’s Eye of Life 

granted him formidable recovering abilities. 

“Ignore them!” The woman focused her eyes on the Seven-Colored Samsara Grass in the crystal box. She 

took control over several of the stronger Rank Six Samsara Immortal Bodies and tasked them with 

seizing treasures. 

At this moment: 

Thwish! 

A golden flash of light flitted over the crystal box. The woman saw that one of the cultivation treasures 

she had an eye on suddenly disappeared. 

“That brat Zhao Feng...!” The woman was flabbergasted. 

The one fighting with Zhao Feng was the youth from the Life Sacred Land. However, Zhao Feng wasn’t 

even fighting back; he was just constantly dodging as traveled around the edges of the crystal boxes. 

Whenever the yellow-clothed youth got close, Zhao Feng would always break away. 

Whoosh! 

One of the woman’s Samsara Immortal Bodies began to approach the crystal boxes. 



At this moment, a golden blur flitted past as Zhao Feng snatched away a seven-colored herb covered in 

many circles. 

“My Seven-Colored Samsara Grass!” the lady immediately screamed. 

Although she was part of the same team as Zhao Feng, the method by which they distributed treasures 

was each to their own ability. 

“Damn! This person is too fast!” The yellow-clothed youth was well aware that he would never be able 

to fight with Zhao Feng, so he stopped chasing him and charged toward the crystal boxes. 

“These don’t belong to you!” Zhao Feng saw that the yellow-clothed youth was also going after treasure 

and began to enact countermeasures. 

Kacrack! 

A violet-silver lightning bolt exploded on the youth’s soul. Zhao Feng then fired off a palm to push the 

youth back and approached the crystal boxes. 

“Haha, the Celestial Void Sacred Mushroom is mine as well!” Zhao Feng chuckled to himself as he took a 

small silver mushroom and a dark gold fruit next to it. 

“My Void Destruction Divine Fruit!” The azure-robed elder saw that the Destruction Intent cultivation 

resource he wanted was snatched away by Zhao Feng and was instantly infuriated, his eyes exploding 

with mad torrents of Destruction Intent. 

Lin Chengwu also had a terrible grimace, as the Celestial Void Sacred Mushroom he needed had been 

seized by Zhao Feng. 

“Why don’t we stop our fight and divide up the treasures equally?” Lin Chengwu messaged the azure-

robed elder. 

The azure-robed elder’s expression froze, but he appeared to agree and began to communicate with the 

yellow-robed youth and Ancient God Profound Devil. 

The Life Sacred Land youth was extremely depressed. In his battle with Zhao Feng, he had gained 

nothing and suffered much. Thus, he swiftly agreed. 

“Everyone, we’re not your enemies. Why don’t we divide the treasures – sixty percent to you and forty 

percent to us?” Once all his members had agreed, Ancient God Profound Devil spoke. 

The young lady and Zhao Feng were slightly startled. 

These people saw that I was getting too much and decided to talk peace? Zhao Feng couldn’t help but 

become dejected. 

From what he could see, Lin Chengwu and the young lady would not refuse. If he alone refused while 

the rest of his team agreed, he wouldn’t be able to do anything about it. 

But at this moment, the powerful aura of an ancient bloodline suddenly appeared. This bloodline aura 

made everyone’s bloodlines freeze and their minds shiver. 



Ordinary descendants of the Eight Great God Eyes had bloodlines equivalent to around rank forty of the 

Ten Thousand Ancient Races. A Quasi God Eye was equivalent to rank twenty among the ancient 

bloodlines. 

But now, this unique and unknown ancient bloodline energy had suppressed all their bloodlines. 

Another powerful species came to this place? Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound 

Devil were both mentally shocked. 

They had only invited people with eye-bloodlines. Besides the Eight Great God Eyes or other eye-

bloodlines, what else could there be that could so severely impact their bloodlines? 

Thwish! 

In a flash of dark silver light, a figure appeared in one of the crystal boxes. 

“Cat...?” The azure-robed elder and yellow-clothed youth all stared in shock at the silver-gray cat in the 

crystal box. 

This cat had dark-gray skin, and its limbs were slender and nimble. What differentiated it from ordinary 

cats was that its four limbs and tail were covered with many bright silver runes and mysterious 

characters, making it appear mysterious and strange. 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat stared at the crowd and sniggered, its tail covered in runes and characters waving 

through the air like a silver whip. 

Little thieving cat!? Zhao Feng was stunned. 

This cat appeared quite different from the little thieving cat’s original form, as if it had grown up. If not 

for the contract linking them, Zhao Feng would have almost failed to recognize it. 

Zhao Feng was also left stunned by the significant transformation the little thieving cat had experienced. 

The ancient bloodline pressure that intimidated all of them was definitely not normal. 

But even though the little thieving cat had experienced some unknown metamorphosis, it still had that 

wily and evil face. 

“Heaven’s Legacy...!” Ancient God Black Extreme’s mind was reeling. 

Ancient God Profound Devil’s face was also constantly twitching and grimacing. 

He knows of the Heaven’s Legacy Cat? Zhao Feng shot a glance at Ancient God Black Extreme. 

“Heaven’s Legacy Cat” was a phrase he heard from an automaton in the city left behind by the Heaven’s 

Legacy Race. 

Ancient God Black Extreme also seemed to know of the Heaven’s Legacy Cat, and even though Ancient 

God Profound Devil might not have said anything, Zhao Feng could tell from his expression that he knew 

as well. 

Meow! 



The little thieving cat made a wicked expression, and then it opened its mouth and swallowed a fruit. 

“Damn, where’d this cat come from!?” the azure-robed elder immediately roared. This cat was actually 

eating such precious cultivation resources? 

Lin Chengwu turned his eyes to Zhao Feng. Just a moment ago, he detected a very faint spatial ripple 

from Zhao Feng’s direction. 

That cat has such an abnormal bloodline. If I made it my pet... The young lady suddenly had an idea. 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat appeared confused, as if saying, do you idiots not care about what I’m doing? The 

little thieving cat waved its long claws again, after which a snow-white mushroom appeared in its paw 

and then in its mouth. 

Swish! 

The little thieving cat blinked to another side, and with a sweep of its mouth, five more precious herbs 

disappeared. 

“Not good! This greedy thieving cat!” the yellow-clothed youth bellowed. 

The young lady, azure-robed elder, and Lin Chengwu also became infuriated. They were just fighting to 

the death and managed to get their hands on only one or two of these treasures, but the moment this 

little thieving cat appeared, it swallowed up many kinds of priceless treasures and didn’t seem ready to 

stop. 

Only Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound Devil remained pensive, standing lost in 

thought. 

This rascal! Zhao Feng clapped his forehead. The little thieving cat’s actions had enraged both parties. 

But the little thieving cat wasn’t very large, and no one wanted to use any powerful techniques while it 

was in the crystal boxes, afraid to destroy the precious treasures. 

Swish! Swish! 

Lin Chengwu blinked up to the crystal boxes. 

“Spatial Flash Blade!” Lin Chengwu locked his left eye on the little thieving cat and unleashed a spatial 

eye-bloodline technique. 

Thwish! 

A slender white blade appeared next to the little thieving cat, about to cut straight through it. 

But the inconceivable occurred: the slender white blade passed right through the little thieving cat and 

left not even a single mark. 

Thwish! 



The white crystal blade disappeared into the unique soil, impacting against the crystal wall underground 

and leaving a shallow mark. 

Meanwhile, the little thieving cat continued to jump around, a wicked smile on its face, and swallowed 

down five more cultivation resources. 

Chapter 1304: Taming the Thieving Cat 

 “This cat? How could it...?” The God Eye descendants lunging at the little thieving cat all widened their 

eyes in shock. 

Lin Chengwu’s eye-bloodline technique had clearly struck the little thieving cat, but it failed to do even 

the smallest bit of damage. Moreover, the little thieving cat didn’t have some supreme physical defense, 

nor did it appear to use some profound movement technique to dodge the attack; the eye-bloodline 

technique simply and inconceivably passed through its body. 

“Does that thieving cat not have a tangible body?” the beautiful lady murmured in shock. 

The azure-robed elder’s expression dimmed as if he had noticed something. 

“No, this thieving cat possesses an extremely high-level Space Intent!” Lin Chengwu solemnly stared at 

the little thieving cat. 

He was the one who launched the attack just now, and he had the Eye of Spacetime. Thus, he had the 

clearest view of the situation. 

On the surface, that slender spatial blade of white crystal passed straight through the little thieving cat, 

but that was actually not the case. The moment the white blade touched the little thieving cat, the little 

thieving cat used its profound Space Intent to move the white blade to the other side of its body. Thus, 

to outsiders, it looked like the white blade had gone in and out of the little thieving cat’s body. 

This was a short-distance Spatial Shift that Lin Chengwu could also pull off. However, the little thieving 

cat used it with extreme proficiency, concealing it so well that those who didn’t have very high levels of 

Space Intent would find it nigh impossible to notice. From this point of view, the little thieving cat 

seemed to be even more formidable than Lin Chengwu when it came to using Space Intent. 

“So that’s what was going on. This little cat really is impressive.” The yellow-robed youth examined the 

little thieving cat in shock. 

“Hmph, if this continues, that thieving cat will eat all the cultivation treasures in the two crystal boxes!” 

The azure-robed elder harrumphed. 

Everyone grimaced at these words. They were all God Eye descendants as well as renowned Ancient 

God experts. Being played around with by a cat was truly rather vexing. 

But they were also Ancient Gods, with the youngest – the yellow-clothed youth – being several hundred 

years old. The azure-robed elder’s age could probably be counted in millions. They all had extremely 

sharp eyes and farsighted plans. 

In comparison to the cultivation treasures, the benefits from taming this small cat would undoubtedly 

be much greater. 



“Let this old man handle this thieving cat!” The azure-robed elder immediately charged at the little 

thieving cat. 

“We can’t let him succeed!” The young lady appeared frantic. She naturally understood what the azure-

robed elder was thinking. 

“Ancient God Black Extreme?” Lin Chengwu glanced at Ancient God Black Extreme. 

The moment this little thieving cat appeared, Ancient God Black Extreme fell into a deeply 

contemplative mood. Ancient God Profound Devil seemed to be in the same situation. He also realized 

that Zhao Feng had a rather strange expression. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

At this moment, the azure-robed elder and a Samsara Immortal Body belonging to the young lady 

arrived next to the little thieving cat. 

“Little cat, you’ve eaten so many of our treasures. If you don’t follow this old man, you will undoubtedly 

die today!” The azure-robed elder’s golden eyes exuded terrifying Destruction energy. 

This pressure was focused on the soul. When confronted by this Destruction energy pressure, normal 

creatures would have their soul energy weaken until they ultimately yielded. 

However, the little thieving cat seemed to be completely unaffected, shooting a scornful glance at the 

elder before hopping away to swallow up some more treasures. 

“How could this be? This thieving cat can actually ignore the soul pressure of this old man’s Eye of 

Destruction!?” The azure-robed elder’s mouth twitched. 

Zhao Feng peered with his left eye and realized that, just a moment earlier, a thin and dark film 

appeared around the little thieving cat’s spiritual body, completely enclosing it. It was precisely this 

mysterious defensive soul technique that allowed the little thieving cat to remain unaffected. 

The little thieving cat didn’t know this secret art before.... 

“Haha, that’s not how you tame a pet!” The beautiful girl giggled. 

At this moment, the young lady took control of one of her Samsara Immortal Bodies and approached the 

little thieving cat. The Ancient God wielding a golden sword followed the woman’s orders and said, 

“Little cat, if you follow my master, you will have innumerable treasures like this, and you can eat as 

many as you want.” 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat impatiently waved one of its claws, as if saying, I’m eating right now; don’t disturb 

me. 

Soon after, the yellow-clothed youth and Lin Chengwu made their own attempts to try to tame this 

powerful and mysterious thieving cat. 



In the end, all of them were rebuffed, but they still didn’t want to give up. In their view, this little 

thieving cat was a creature of these God Eye ruins. It was mysterious, powerful, and possessed unique 

skills. They might also be able to extract important information from it by taming it. 

“Let me catch it!” Incensed, the yellow-robed youth used a secret technique to try to capture the little 

thieving cat. 

Tenacious and twisted green vines sprouted up in the nearby area and began to wind around the little 

thieving cat. 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat, who was feasting on some herbs, appeared rather angry at this situation. The 

mysterious silver runes on its limbs suddenly flashed and twisted, and its body also seemed to undergo a 

subtle transformation. It became lithe and tough, bursting with strength. At the same time, everyone 

present once more experienced an intimidating bloodline pressure. 

“What powerful bloodline energy! I have to get my hands on this cat!” The azure-robed elder was 

extremely excited. 

Swoosh swoosh! 

The little thieving cat casually waved its silver claws a few times, unleashing countless silver blades, a 

dazzling storm that annihilated the vines around it. 

“You’re not going to try?” The young lady looked at Zhao Feng and Ancient God Black Extreme. 

Other than Zhao Feng, Ancient God Black Extreme, and Ancient God Profound Devil, everyone else was 

trying to tame the little thieving cat. 

“This cat... is very difficult to tame,” Ancient God Black Extreme hesitated for a moment before finally 

saying. 

The young lady nodded. From what she could see, Ancient God Black Extreme was observing the little 

thieving cat for any weaknesses before making his move. 

By now, the little thieving cat had finished swallowing up all the cultivation treasures in the crystal 

boxes. 

“This scoundrel! It actually ate them all!” The yellow-clothed youth was hopping mad. 

This evil-faced cat was simply implacable, and none of their taming methods were of any use. And 

whenever they tried to take the cultivation treasures for themselves, they would be attacked by the 

little thieving cat. 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat seemed to be full. It hiccupped and patted its belly. 

“This cat is full now. Perhaps this is a chance to tame it!” The azure-robed elder’s eyes twinkled. 



The rest of them were aching to try. The cat had eaten all the cultivation treasures, so anyone who could 

tame it would be the ultimate winner. 

But at this time, the hitherto-silent Zhao Feng opened his mouth. 

“Come here....” Zhao Feng somewhat helplessly said. This thieving had begun swallowing treasures the 

moment it appeared, and yet everyone else was trying their best to get on its good side. 

“Haha, you think it’s going to come over if you just call out to it?” The yellow-clothed youth couldn’t 

help but laugh. 

“Little Brother, this taming method of yours won’t work!” The beautiful girl chuckled. 

But just as they finished speaking, the silver-gray cat suddenly got up. 

Swish! 

In a silver-gray flash, the little thieving cat appeared on Zhao Feng’s shoulder and laid down. 

“This...” The calm and confident azure-robed elder and Lin Chengwu were instantly dumbfounded. As 

for the yellow-clothed youth and young lady, they appeared to be petrified. 

Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound Devil stared in shock at Zhao Feng, countless 

thoughts flying through their minds. 

After a long while, the azure-robed elder’s eyes flashed. 

“Kid, is this your pet!?” the azure-robed elder roared in fury. 

“What!?” Everyone stared in shock and disbelief at Zhao Feng. 

However, based on what happened, it really did seem like the little thieving cat was Zhao Feng’s pet. 

This meant that ninety percent of the treasures in the crystal boxes had been obtained by this master-

pet pair. 

None of them could accept this. 

“Zhao Feng, your pet ate all the treasures left here. As its master, you have to take responsibility for this 

matter!” the yellow-robed youth immediately shouted. 

Lin Chengwu and the beautiful lady wanted to voice their approval, but they were also Zhao Feng’s 

teammates, so they didn’t make their approval too obvious. 

“Seizing treasure is dependent on one’s own skill, and besides, while my pet was moving around, I didn’t 

even do anything, and despite that, none of you were able to outdo it. Moreover, from my point of view, 

you were intentionally letting it eat those treasures, with your true intent being to steal my pet!” Zhao 

Feng first gave a soft sigh as if looking down on their attempts, and then his tone shifted as he accused 

them of trying to steal his pet. 

For a moment, they were all speechless. They were all cursing at themselves for not making the 

agreement a little earlier. If they had, Zhao Feng would have had to pay up. At the same time, all of 



them were also rather vexed over the fact that this mysterious and powerful cat was actually Zhao 

Feng’s pet. 

Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound Devil simply stared at Zhao Feng, their thoughts 

inscrutable. 

“Let’s go!” After a long while, Ancient God Profound Devil took his team and left. 

Lin Chengwu and the beautiful lady looked at Zhao Feng with unkind expressions. 

“Zhao Feng, if you had this pet, why didn’t you take it out earlier...?” Ancient God Black Extreme’s voice 

had a tone of reproach, but he was actually probing for more information on the little thieving cat. 

“This scoundrel isn’t very obedient,” Zhao Feng casually explained. 

But all of them seemed very convinced by this reason. 

“Let’s go as well!” Ancient God Black Extreme said, having gained nothing from his question. 

“Hold on! There’s still something good here.” Zhao Feng stopped them. 

“Something good?” Lin Chengwu was somewhat doubtful. If there was something good, why didn’t Zhao 

Feng take it for himself? 

As everyone watched, Zhao Feng gathered a ball of Chaos Origin Divine Power in his hands and fired it at 

the edge of a ruined silver slab. After several attacks, the edge of this massive silver slab broke off, 

revealing what was clearly a palm. 

“Is that a hand? Is there someone under there?” the beautiful girl asked in shock. 

“No! It’s an automaton!” Ancient God Black Extreme said in surprise. 

They all immediately remembered that the Heaven’s Legacy Race had created extremely realistic and 

intelligent automatons, some of them strong enough to destroy entire worlds. 

“Dig it out. It might still be useful or have something we can take!” Ancient God Black Extreme called 

out. 

Chapter 1305: Core Area 

 “Dig it out. It might still be useful or have something we can take!” Ancient God Black Extreme called 

out. 

The rest of the party immediately began to work. 

This Heaven’s Legacy Race automaton was highly likely to be a member of these God Eye ruins. 

Moreover, automatons essentially did not have a limit to their lives. If this automaton was still alive, 

they could possibly obtain some information from it and learn the truth about these ruins. 

If these were God Eye ruins, then a Heaven’s Legacy Race automaton appearing was far from normal. 

Perhaps the true face of this place was not as Ancient God Black Extreme had said it was. 

“Strike!” Lin Chengwu’s face slightly twitched. 



“Spatial Flash Flurry!” He immediately activated his Eye of Spacetime, unleashing a powerful Eye Intent. 

Swooosh! 

Countless white crystal blades ignored distance to directly strike the metal slab. However, the buildings 

of these ruins were all very special, and this large remnant of a silver wall that they were all facing was 

extremely heavy and tough. Lin Chengwu’s eye-bloodline technique was only able to shave off a few 

chunks. 

At the same time, the beautiful girl let out ten-some Samsara Immortal Bodies that began to launch 

attack after attack at the metal slab. 

Ancient God Black Extreme also aimed his Eye of Death at the large metal slab. Death Intent would 

cause any object to gradually wither away and approach death, and its effects on the massive silver slab 

were the most obvious. 

The four working together quickly managed to excavate half of the Heaven’s Legacy Race automaton. 

“It’s no use to us smashed this badly.” The beautiful woman was a little disappointed. 

They only managed to dig out the head and upper body of the automaton, but the automaton’s face 

was smashed into a mangled mess while its chest had a massive hole, all the parts within destroyed. 

“Let me try.” Ancient God Black Extreme stepped forward and squatted down beside the automaton. 

“What are you going to try?” Lin Chengwu curiously asked. 

“The various parts of this automaton have sustained severe damage. Even the finest array masters of 

the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods wouldn’t be able to repair them. But the head of this automaton 

hasn’t sustained as much damage, so I’m going to try to see if I can get any information from it,” Ancient 

God Black Extreme simply answered, and then before anyone could say anything more, he took a few 

tools, activated his secret arts, and placed his hand on the automaton’s head. 

Black words flowed out of Ancient God Black Extreme’s hand, forming waves of light that entered the 

automaton’s head. Several clicks could be heard from the automaton’s head, and Ancient God Black 

Extreme had already closed his eyes as if he was carefully looking for something. 

After a long while, the young lady softly whispered, “How is it going?” 

“I’ve obtained the majority of the map information for this place!” Ancient God Black Extreme drew 

back his hand and put away his tool before finally saying. 

“Is that so?” Lin Chengwu appeared rather taken aback. 

From what he could see, their group had just been aimlessly wandering around these ruins up until now. 

If they had this area’s map information, then they could mark out a goal and obtain the most profit in 

the shortest amount of time. 

“Did you find anything else besides the map?” Zhao Feng stepped forward and asked. 



“His memory bank has an extremely high-level seal on it, and I can’t access it. But the map information 

was independently stored in its head, which was why I was able to get to it,” Ancient God Black Extreme 

spoke with a candid expression. 

The young lady and Lin Chengwu slightly grimaced. They conjectured that Ancient God Black Extreme’s 

harvest was not restricted to just the map information, but he chose to conceal the rest of whatever he 

discovered. Thus, the two decided to keep a close watch on Ancient God Black Extreme. 

Swish! 

Ancient God Black Extreme waved his hand, displaying a rough map before the rest of the party. 

“This map...” Everyone focused on the map, and then their eyes slowly gravitated to the same point. 

“This is the core area of the God Eye ruins!” The woman gasped in surprise. 

All of them could clearly see that there was a large circle in the center of the map, colored in red to 

indicate that this area was forbidden. In addition, there was a large eye symbol in the center of the 

circle. 

“Correct! In addition, we currently aren’t very far from the core area!” Ancient God Black Extreme 

nodded and said. 

The rest of the party was startled, unable to hide their agitation. 

When these massive ruins were still whole, they were almost certainly a most glorious sight to behold. 

For instance, the herb cultivation area they were currently in was in shambles, with only two crystal 

boxes left, and more than half of the herbs being grown in them had withered away. Despite that, they 

were still enough to make Rank Seven Ancient Gods madly struggle over them. 

Thus, one had to imagine; what sort of treasures and fortunes could be hidden in the center of these 

ruins? 

“Let’s get moving!” The young lady was rather impatient. 

The group then chose the closest route and began to proceed toward the core area marked out on the 

map. 

After they left, no one was left to notice a dark silver flash of light flitting through the air. 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat suddenly appeared, jumping out of the void to land next to the broken automaton. 

It waved its claws, causing a string of complicated runes and letters to form a dark silver halo that 

shrouded the automaton’s chest. After a long while, the little thieving cat put down its claws and 

thought for a few moments before vanishing. 

Ancient God Black Extreme’s team was hurrying toward the core area when the little thieving cat once 

more appeared on Zhao Feng’s shoulder. 

“This cat...!” The woman shot a resentful and envious glance at the cat. 



Lin Chengwu and Ancient God Black Extreme paid little attention to the little thieving cat’s mysterious 

movements. 

Through their mind connection, the little thieving cat communicated a great deal of information to Zhao 

Feng. In the end, the little thieving cat shot back into the Interspatial Dimension. 

So that’s what’s going on. These ruins were never God Eye ruins.... Zhao Feng was inwardly astonished, 

but he showed no emotion on his face. 

Based on the information the little thieving cat had obtained and his own suspicions, Zhao Feng 

determined that this was probably a trap. But now that they were so close to the core area, Zhao Feng 

wanted to look around. 

Of course, Zhao Feng had ways of preserving his life, which was why he dared to venture deeper into a 

clearly dangerous situation. 

“Careful, there’s a Yao God ahead!” Ancient God Black Extreme warned. 

“It seems like the core area must contain extremely important treasures!” the girl said in excitement. 

While traversing the underground parts of these ruins, they encountered very few Yao Gods in the 

passages. Now that they were getting close to the core area, a Yao God suddenly appeared in the 

passageway. This only made them more excited. 

Rooooar! 

The Rank Seven Yao God with the Eye of Myriad Forms roared at the party. 

“Get out of here!” The Rank Seven Yao God’s surroundings thrummed with violent energy while its 

multicolored eye madly spun to reflect its rage. 

Ancient God Black Extreme’s party had nothing to say. All of them charged forward, their eyes gleaming 

with ripples of Eye Intent. 

Boom! Bang! 

The two sides clashed, and the Rank Seven Yao God was instantly crushed. 

“There are still many more up ahead. Yao Gods have high-level Intent Crystals in them, so we’ll 

distribute them in turns!” After saying this, Ancient God Black Extreme put the Eye of Myriad Forms 

Intent Crystal into his Interspatial Dimension. 

Sure enough, the party didn’t travel for long before encountering another Rank Seven Yao God. After 

killing it, Lin Chengwu put away the high-level Intent Crystal. 

As they traveled deeper, the path began to widen. They were encountering more and more Yao Gods as 

they went along, with another Eye Yao God coming before they managed to finish off the first. Their 

progress began to slow down. 

“The core area is just one thousand meters ahead!” Ancient God Black Extreme called out. 



The eyes of Lin Chengwu and the girl both glimmered with vicious light, and their fighting power 

suddenly increased. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The party of four fiercely battled with the Yao Gods ahead of them. After a long while, they finally 

reached the end of the path. 

In front of them was a massive translucent sphere, but they couldn’t clearly make out what was going 

on inside, nor could their Divine Senses enter. 

There were eight passages leading into the sphere that spread out in every direction. Their party was on 

one of these paths. 

The greatest treasure of these ruins was right in front of them, but they managed to suppress their 

agitation and remain where they were. This was because an astonishing number of Yao Gods was 

patrolling this passage leading to the central sphere. The weakest of these Yao Gods was a top-class 

Rank Six while the strongest was at the peak of Rank Six. 

Rooooar! 

These many Yao Gods noticed Ancient God Black Extreme’s party and charged over with a roar. 

“What a terrifying number! If we’re not careful, we’ll end up being buried here!” The woman grimaced. 

“If all of us stop holding back our reserves, we still have a good chance of getting across this passage!” 

Ancient God Black Extreme’s cold gaze scanned his party. 

Any expert would always have one or two trump cards. Moreover, the mission this time was special, 

with all the members being vigilant against Ancient God Black Extreme and concealing even more of 

their abilities than usual. 

As they were all hesitating, they sensed ripples of energy from another one of the eight paths. Three 

figures appeared at the entrance to the passage. 

“It’s them!?” the girl and Lin Chengwu cried out in surprise. 

This team that had abruptly appeared was none other than Ancient God Profound Devil’s. 

“Someone got here before we did!?” the yellow-clothed youth yelped in alarm. 

But just as the two teams were taking stock of each other, a boom came from yet another one of the 

passages. Soon after, a team of four appeared in front of Ancient God Black Extreme’s and Ancient God 

Profound Devil’s teams. 

“There are others?” A man in black and gold armor spoke, his eyes gleaming with cold and sinister light. 

“Ancient God Departed Spirit!?” Many of the people in the other two teams instantly recognized this 

armored man. 



Besides Ancient God Departed Spirit, this team also had a descendant of the Eye of Myriad Forms and a 

descendant of the Eye of Spacetime. In addition, at the very back was a slim woman with the Eye of 

Destiny. 

The three teams had appeared at different passages. Each passage was thronged by a terrifying number 

of Yao Gods. 

At this moment, these Yao Gods were already attacking the outsiders on their respective passages! 

Chapter 1306: God Eye Descendant Research Area 

 “Strike!” Ancient God Black Extreme called out. 

At the same time, the other two teams also prepared themselves for battle. 

“We have to get into the core area before they do!” The beautiful girl’s eyes darkened. 

She had no idea what sort of treasures were in the core area, but no matter what, if they got inside first, 

they would seize the advantage. 

The other two teams were thinking the same thing. They had to get into the core area of these ruins 

before the other teams. 

“It seems like our team should be the strongest.” This was the conclusion Lin Chengwu obtained from 

observing the other two teams. 

Ancient God Profound Devil’s team had three people in total. As for Ancient God Departed Spirit’s team, 

one of its members had the Eye of Destiny, which did not have any fighting abilities. 

In short, Ancient God Black Extreme’s team had the most fighting power. 

“There’s no need to worry. There’s a high degree of uncertainty over which team can reach the core 

area first,” the slim woman with the Eye of Destiny told the other three members of her team. 

“Hmph, we have to be the first to enter the core area!” Ancient God Departed Spirit angrily grunted, his 

eyes sinisterly staring at Zhao Feng. At the God Eye Competition Ground, he lost to Zhao Feng, and now, 

his team was having yet another intangible contest with Zhao Feng’s team. 

“Mm!” The other two members nodded. The first to enter the core area would reap the greatest 

harvest. 

“Death Binding!” Ancient God Departed Spirit’s Eye of Death spun, unleashing a black mist of Death that 

sent out countless pitch-black tentacles. 

Hwooom! 

Several Rank Six Yao Gods were instantly exterminated. 

On the other side, Ancient God Profound Devil’s team was charging into the passage, clashing with many 

Eye Yao Gods. 

“Annihilation Extreme Light!” The azure-robed elder’s Eye of Destruction shot out a dazzling golden 

beam of light. 



Ancient God Black Extreme’s team also began moving. 

“Spatial Flash Flurry!” Lin Chengwu activated his Eye of Spacetime, his two eyes bursting with supreme 

Eye Intent. 

Swooosh! 

Countless white blades shot out of his eyes to strike the Eye Yao Gods ahead of them. 

“Death Light Wave!” Ancient God Black Extreme led the charge, unleashing lethal attacks against these 

fearless Eye Yao Gods. 

Zhao Feng was in the middle of the pack, occasionally using illusion eye-bloodline techniques on the Yao 

Gods to expose their weakness and make them easier to kill. 

The beautiful girl’s Samsara Immortal Bodies served as meat shields for the front line, but she herself 

was at the very back. 

Ancient God Black Extreme’s team quickly managed to get ahead of the other teams, but gradually, their 

speed began to slow. 

After all, none of them were willing to show their trump cards, and this place was special. There was no 

telling when the situation might change, so they needed to preserve some of their strength. 

By doing so, the other teams began to slowly catch up. For this reason, the difference between how 

much each team advanced was never very large as they slowly approached the core area. 

“The number of Eye Yao Gods hasn’t increased. This means that the number of Yao Gods on each 

pathway is fixed!” Ancient God Black Extreme suddenly said. 

These words immediately energized the rest of his team. Previously, they were all worried that, if they 

advanced too quickly, the Yao Gods on the other passages would target them instead. 

“Kill!” The team of four suddenly exploded forward, suddenly advancing a large distance. 

“Not good! Their team is made entirely of fighters, and they also have an Eye of Samsara descendant. 

They’re advancing too quickly!” the Eye of Myriad Forms descendant in Ancient God Departed Spirit’s 

team exclaimed in alarm. 

“Even if that’s the case, we won’t fall too far behind, much less be beat out by that other team!” Ancient 

God Departed Spirit bellowed, the black mist in front of his eyes like a bottomless black hole of death. 

Swooosh! 

Pitch-black sinister spears shot out of the mist, easily slaying a group of Eye Yao Gods. 

Ancient God Profound Devil’s team also began to pick up speed. 

But in the end, Ancient God Black Extreme’s team was still the first to enter the core area. 

“Hurry it up!” The two other teams saw this and instantly threw everything else aside, taking out some 

of their trump cards to slay the Yao Gods. 



They couldn’t see what was going on inside the crystal sphere, but they all felt that, if they were late, 

Ancient God Black Extreme’s team would take all the treasures. 

Bzzzz! 

Ancient God Black Extreme’s team passed through a strange halo of light to arrive in the core area of the 

God Eye ruins. 

Inside the core area, they could clearly make out what was going on outside. But at this moment, none 

of them cared about that. Their eyes were wide open as they took in the scene before them. 

They were currently in a small room within this massive sphere. Various kinds of mechanical instruments 

that none of them had ever seen before were arranged around the room. Besides that, there were many 

sealed test tubes containing different kinds of liquid. 

“These probably aren’t God Eye ruins!” Lin Chengwu’s expression darkened. 

“That was just my initial conjecture,” Ancient God Black Extreme explained. 

“This is definitely a Heaven’s Legacy Race ruin!” The lady’s eyes flashed. 

Although these weren’t God Eye ruins, ruins of the Heaven’s Legacy Race were equally as valuable. 

Meow! 

At this moment, the little thieving cat emerged, its black eyes that sparkled with silver light scanning the 

area. 

Ancient God Black Extreme couldn’t help but focus on the little thieving cat, but he said nothing. 

“These test tubes are filled with ancient blood!” The girl suddenly focused her gaze on a row of test 

tubes, thick as arms and filled with liquids of various colors. 

All of them were God Eye descendants, so their connection to the bloodlines of the Ten Thousand 

Ancient Races was weaker than normal. In addition, the test tubes themselves prevented ordinary 

people from sensing the blood within. However, the girl had Samsara Immortal Bodies that all belonged 

to powerful ancient bloodlines. 

“Is that so?” Lin Chengwu was surprised. 

The isolating effect of the test tubes made their team incapable of telling the specific kinds of blood in 

the test tubes. But could the ranking of any ancient blood found in such a place possibly be low? Each 

test tube would be enough to create a formidable expert of an ancient species. 

The gazes of the party moved elsewhere. There were also smaller test tubes, each tube containing a 

small amount of liquid or powder. They appeared to be some kind of medicine created through some 

kind of special material. 

“Go!” the woman immediately ordered one of her Samsara Immortal Bodies to approach one of these 

test tubes containing what appeared to be precious medicine. 



But right when the body’s hand touched the test tube, dazzling bolts of lightning shot out from various 

parts of the room and annihilated the Samsara Immortal Body. 

“This area was almost completely preserved. The value of these objects is definitely beyond our 

imagination, but we can’t just casually take them.” Ancient God Black Extreme’s face was indifferent. 

Meow! 

The little thieving cat stood up on Zhao Feng’s shoulder, a scornful look on its face, but no one except 

Zhao Feng could understand what it was saying. 

“Ancient God Black Extreme, you’re the only one that can get these treasures. Get moving!” The young 

lady giggled. 

Lin Chengwu and Zhao Feng also looked to Ancient God Black Extreme, as if working together to 

threaten him. 

At this moment, the other two teams reached the core area. All of them were shocked by what they 

saw. 

“There’s no hurry. Take whatever you can take and then let’s head farther inside.” Ancient God Black 

Extreme didn’t seem to care as he walked around the room and carefully observed it. 

The rest of the members also walked around the room, seeing if there was anything that they could 

take. In the end, they were only able to obtain some extremely ordinary tools before heading into the 

next room. 

“What’s going on here!?” The girl immediately screamed. 

In front of them were large and sealed grooves, inside of which were bodies that had been preserved for 

many years. 

Perhaps because these machines had ceased functioning, these bodies were lifeless. But all these bodies 

shared one other common trait: they had no eyes. 

The only things in their eye sockets were several thin tubes. These tubes extended to the top of a special 

crystal box. Inside each of these boxes was clearly a pair of eyes, all of them Eyes of Death. 

“This place... could it be...?” Lin Chengwu’s body shivered. 

From what he could see, all of these bodies had once been Death God Eye descendants. However, their 

eye-bloodlines were all extracted to be experimented on. 

“This place should be a research base of the Heaven’s Legacy Race’s Heaven Defying Faction, and what 

they were researching were the descendants of the Eight Great God Eyes. Although there are only Death 

God Eye descendant experiments here, the other seven places should be the research areas for the 

other God Eye descendants!” A disgusted look appeared on the beautiful girl’s face. After all, she herself 

was a God Eye descendant. 



The Heaven’s Legacy Race’s Heaven Defying Faction and Sage Faction were almost completely unknown 

in the Continent Zone, but the majority of True God experts in the Ancient Desolate Realm of Gods knew 

of these two factions. 

Zhao Feng nodded, agreeing with the woman’s speculation. 

“Just what was the Heaven’s Legacy Race’s Heaven Defying Faction trying to do?” Lin Chengwu couldn’t 

help but be curious. 

The Heaven Defying Faction never did meaningless research. If this research base was targeted at the 

descendants of the Eight Great God Eyes, what secret had the Heaven Defying Faction hoped to find? 

Most importantly, did they find it? 

Lin Chengwu and the young lady were now impatient to go to the next floor, but at this moment, they 

suddenly felt a powerful ripple of energy from another one of the passages outside. 

Everyone in the core area looked outward. 

“The Blazing Gold Race!” 

“Nine in total, and one is a Rank Eight Ancient God!” 

Shock appeared in all their eyes while their minds reeled. 

In their peak condition, none of them would have feared the people of the Blazing Gold Race. However, 

they basically had no rest throughout this exploration, and after dealing with all those Yao Gods mere 

moments ago, they were even more exhausted. 

All three teams in the core area were in this condition, but the Blazing Gold Race had apparently 

traveled along the same path that Ancient God Profound Devil’s team used, so they probably hadn’t 

encountered any kind of obstacles or dangers. Thus, they were in peak condition. 

“This should be the most precious core area of these ruins!” a violet-robed elder in the Blazing Gold 

Race’s group said, his eyes glimmering. 

“They should all be inside. Let’s go in and kill them all!” Ancient God Giant Spirit said, a cruel smile on his 

lips. 

Chapter 1307: Joining Together to Fight Back 

 “They should all be inside. Let’s go in and kill them all!” Ancient God Giant Spirit said, a cruel smile on 

his lips. 

“Haha, okay!” Ancient God Gilded Gold had an excited look, and the other members of the Blazing Gold 

Race rubbed their hands and prepared to fight. 

None of them had imagined that they would find the core area of these ruins just by following another 

group. Now, they only needed to enter the core area and kill everyone else that had gone in to make 

these ruins the Blazing Gold Race’s. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 



The members of the Blazing Gold Race flew toward the core area. 

The three parties in the core area immediately grimaced, particularly the members of Ancient God 

Profound Devil’s team, who were in a state of extreme panic. They naturally understood what the 

Blazing Gold Race was going to do. They would do the same if the positions were reversed. 

“What do we do? The Blazing Gold Race sent nine Ancient Gods, and their leader is a Rank Eight Ancient 

God!” the yellow-clothed youth from the Life Sacred Land anxiously said. 

Normally, he could rely on his identity as a core disciple of the Life Sacred Land. Even the disciples of the 

Blazing Gold Race would only be able to curry his favor if he was in the mood to receive it. However, 

they would definitely not show him any mercy here. 

“The Blazing Gold Race followed our route to this place. We have to get out of here right now and join 

with the other teams in the core area. That’s our only chance at survival!” Ancient God Profound Devil 

also had a rather worried expression. 

Once the Blazing Gold Race’s team caught up, the three of them would end up heavily injured if not 

dead. 

“That’s right. We must meet up with the other teams here!” The azure-robed elder wholly endorsed this 

idea. 

The Blazing Gold Race wanted to take these ruins for itself, so it definitely wouldn’t let any other team 

escape. Any one of the three teams that arrived first would be no match for the Blazing Gold Race alone, 

but if they joined together, they might have a chance. 

Whoosh! 

The three of them immediately took off, no longer caring for the treasures of the core area. Saving their 

lives was far more important. Without their lives, what use was anything else? 

But the core area had countless rooms of varying sizes, arranged in a complicated layout, and the walls 

of these rooms were all impervious to Divine Sense. Finding another team still required some effort. 

At the same time, the other two teams in the core area might have been somewhat farther from the 

danger of the Blazing Gold Race, but they also knew that their situation was nothing to be happy about. 

“Why does the Ziling Zone’s Blazing Gold Race know of this place?” Lin Chengwu resentfully asked. 

At the start, he suspected that Ancient God Black Extreme had leaked the information. But it now 

seemed that this place was just not completely hidden. There was still a significant chance of it being 

discovered by others. 

So that’s what was going on. I was wondering how the Blazing Gold Race’s Ancient God Gilded Gold was 

able to have Destruction Intent.... Zhao Feng wasn’t as alarmed. 

He had heard the stories about Ancient God Gilded Gold during the gambling match between the two 

races. Presumably, Ancient God had accidentally come upon these ruins during his travels and obtained 

some kind of fortune from it. 



“Let’s go and find the other two teams that entered the core area. Only by joining together with them 

can we stand against the Blazing Gold Race!” Ancient God Black Extreme said, after which he began to 

lead the way. 

Lin Chengwu and the beautiful girl also knew that this was the only option, so the two of them 

immediately followed. 

Zhao Feng brought up the very rear of the party, but the little thieving cat on his shoulder blinked away, 

running off to who-knows-where. 

On the other end: 

“This way, there’s a team that will encounter a lethal danger from the Blazing Gold Race. We must save 

them and work together with them. Only this way can we fight back against the Blazing Gold Race!” 

Multicolored light flickered through the slim woman’s eyes, after which she immediately spoke. 

“Let’s go!” The other members of her team understood the situation and immediately began to move. 

With the guidance of the Eye of Destiny, the party passed through the complicated arrangement of 

rooms. Finally, they heard the sounds of fighting. 

Boom! Bang! Crash! 

The nine members of the Blazing Gold Race were ablaze with golden flame, battering and crashing 

around like miniature suns. 

“Run!” Ancient God Profound Devil anxiously cried out. Meanwhile, he used his Eye of Myriad Forms to 

create countless icy storms to impede the Blazing Gold Race. 

“Break!” Ancient God Giant Spirit roared. His blazing sun of a body unleashed a torrent of golden light 

that collided with the icy storms and scattered them. 

“Rank Eight Ancient God...!” The azure-robed elder was slightly alarmed. The immense and dreadful 

Divine Power made him feel extreme danger. 

“Ancient God Giant Spirit, you want to kill me!?” the yellow-clothed youth from the Life Sacred Land 

angrily roared. 

“Hmph!” Ancient God Giant Spirit coldly snorted in reply and continued his pursuit. 

If not for the fact that he wasn’t that speedy, the three in front of him would have already been done 

for. But a Rank Eight Ancient God was still a Rank Eight Ancient God; he had a profound cultivation, 

powerful Intent, and pure Divine Power. Even if he wasn’t that skilled in speed, he was still much faster 

than a Rank Seven Ancient God. 

Gradually, Ancient God Profound Devil’s party of three began to feel a searing physical pressure, and 

this pressure was only intensifying. They understood that the Blazing Gold Race was about to catch up. 

“Devil Shattering Heaven Flame Palm!” Ancient God Giant Spirit suddenly circulated his power and fired 

off a palm. 

A massive palm of searing fire rushed toward Ancient God Profound Devil’s group. 



“Block!” Ancient God Profound Devil growled as he unleashed his Interconnected Myriad Forms Zone, 

protecting himself and his two teammates. 

At the same time, the azure-robed elder and yellow-clothed youth vigorously attacked in the hopes of 

weakening Ancient God Giant Spirit’s powerful strike. 

Suddenly, a pitch-black spear of Death shot out from behind Ancient God Profound Devil’s group and 

joined their attacks in assailing Ancient God Giant Spirit. 

Boom! Bang! 

A massive storm of energy wreaked havoc through the core area. In the past, these ruins were almost 

entirely destroyed, but the core area was completely preserved. From this, one could see just how 

sturdy the core area was. 

But now, the intense clash between the two sides caused all the surrounding rooms to become covered 

in cracks, and many of the small instruments were just completely annihilated. The mechanisms in the 

room activated, indiscriminately attacking everyone in the room. 

“Retreat!” Ancient God Giant Spirit bellowed. Even a Rank Eight Ancient God had to be cautious around 

the traps in the core area. 

Whoosh! 

On the other side, Ancient God Profound Devil’s and the slim woman’s teams used this chance to 

escape. 

“After them!” Ancient God Giant Spirit immediately ordered. 

If the other team hadn’t appeared, Ancient God Profound Devil’s team of three would have already died 

to the Blazing Gold Race. The other side now had seven people. Although this was slightly more 

troublesome to deal with, as long as they were dogged in their pursuit, there was still a chance of 

completely wiping out the other side. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The members of the Blazing Gold Race charged forward in pursuit, but they didn’t pursue long before 

the opposing group of seven stopped, showing no more intention of running away. 

“Careful of any tricks!” the violet-robed elder warned. 

In his view, the other teams could have only safely arrived here with some master of mechanisms and 

arrays. It could not be ruled out that their foes planned to use the traps of the core area against them. 

But before the Blazing Gold Race team could even get close, Ancient God Profound Devil spoke; “There 

are seven of us. It will be very difficult for you to kill us all, and you will have to pay a very heavy price. 

It’s far better to negotiate!” 

Ancient God Giant Spirit froze. He never would have expected that the other party stopped so they 

could negotiate. 



“The Blazing Gold Race discovered this place. If you are willing to give up everything that you discovered 

here, the Blazing Gold Race is willing to give you all a chance to live.” Ancient God Giant Spirit appeared 

to be willing to bargain as he slowly approached the group of seven. 

However, even though he was saying this, if he had the chance, Ancient God Giant Spirit did not want to 

leave any survivors. 

“The Blazing Gold Race’s demands are too much. Perhaps we can continue to negotiate a little more.” 

Ancient God Profound Devil put on a hesitant face. 

“Haha, then make it ninety percent!” The Blazing Gold Race team continued to slowly approach. 

“Ninety percent is fine, but let’s see if you dare to take it!” Ancient God Profound Devil’s hesitant face 

suddenly shifted. 

At this moment, the others also unleashed powerful ripples of Eye Intent. 

“Truly stubborn things. The seven of you want to fight against the Blazing Gold Race?” Ancient God 

Giant Spirit jeered. 

But at this moment, four people suddenly charged out from the room in the back. This was none other 

than Zhao Feng’s party. 

The core area truly had a unique construction, almost completely blocking out Divine Sense, so the 

Blazing Gold Race hadn’t even noticed the enemies hidden nearby. 

“Extreme Space Blade!” 

“Death Binding!” 

“Destruction Flash!” 

“Five Elements Yin Yang Strike!” 

... 

All the God Eye descendants instantly used their ultimate eye-bloodline techniques against the Blazing 

Gold Race. 

The Blazing Gold Race that firmly held the upper hand never imagined that the situation would turn out 

like this. Caught off guard, the Blazing Gold Race suffered a severe blow. The nine people suffered 

wounds of varying severity. Fortunately for them, the Blazing Gold Race was skilled in defense. 

Otherwise, they would have lost even more in that clash. 

But even after this ambush, the fighting power of Zhao Feng’s side was still inferior to the Blazing Gold 

Race’s. 

“It’s you... Zhao Feng!” Ancient God Gilded Gold immediately pointed at Zhao Feng, his teeth clenched. 

Ancient God Gold Fury, who had also lost to Zhao Feng in the gambling match, was also shocked. 

“He’s Zhao Feng?” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s gaze settled on Zhao Feng, making no attempt to hide his 

killing intent. 



Some time ago, in the gambling match between the two races, Zhao Feng had singlehandedly reversed 

the tides, completely humiliating the Blazing Gold Race. The Blazing Gold Race, from top to bottom, 

even the common laborers, loathed Zhao Feng. 

All the members of the Blazing Gold Race immediately began to seethe with killing intent, staring at 

Zhao Feng as if they wanted to eat him alive. 

“Zhao Feng’s eye isn’t one of the Eight Great God Eyes, but it’s still extremely strong and mysterious. He 

can’t be allowed to get anything from this place, or else he will become a massive barrier for the Blazing 

Gold Race in the future!” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s voice rang out in the minds of all the members of 

the Blazing Gold Race. 

“In addition, the ten or so people in front of us are just exhausted. Once they recover, we will be the 

ones who will lose!” the violet-robed elder messaged, his expression dark. 

The Blazing Gold Race members quickly reached a conclusion. 

“Kill!” The members of the Blazing Gold Race suddenly charged forward. 

“What’s going on?” The azure-robed elder was taken aback. 

The members of the Blazing Gold Race were all dour and gloomy moments ago, but now they were 

burning with killing intent as they attacked. It was like they wanted to fight a decisive battle no matter 

how much they would lose. 

“They’ve gone mad!” Ancient God Departed Spirit cursed. 

He believed that the three teams together would be able to sufficiently intimidate the Blazing Gold Race 

so that their side could catch their breath. However, the Blazing Gold Race seemed to have gone insane, 

attacking so fiercely even though both sides were at comparable levels of strength. 

Chapter 1308: Major Reversal 

The sudden attack of the Blazing Gold Race caught the God Eye descendants off guard. 

“Devil Shattering Heaven Flame Palm!” Ancient God Giant Spirit led the charge, unleashing a massive 

palm of golden flame. 

The powerful attacks of the other members of the Blazing Gold Race came with it. 

Their target is me! Zhao Feng’s heart trembled. He realized that the members of the Blazing Gold Race 

were all aiming their attacks in his direction. 

Of course, the God Eye descendants also noticed this detail. 

“They want to kill Zhao Feng!” the youth from the Life Sacred Land yelled. He was well aware of the 

grudge the Blazing Gold Race had against Zhao Feng. 

“Damn, this brat...!” Ancient God Departed Spirit shot a glare at Zhao Feng and cursed. It appeared that 

a large part of the reason the Blazing Gold Race was so insistent on this attack was Zhao Feng. 



But at this moment, there was no time to escape from the Blazing Gold Race’s frenzied assault, so they 

could only work together to fight back. 

“Death Spear!” 

“Heaven Void Slash!” 

... 

The God Eye descendants once more activated their eye-bloodlines to resist. 

As for the slim woman with the Eye of Destiny, she had vanished long ago. It was clear that she had 

predicted the direness of the situation and decided to retreat first. After all, the Eye of Destiny had the 

lowest fighting potential, so if she stayed, it was highly likely that she would just be caught up in the 

battle and killed. 

“Kill!” The members of the Blazing Gold Race were all valiant and powerful fighters. Although their main 

target was Zhao Feng, they didn’t keep the other enemies out of their plan. 

“Get back!” Ancient God Profound Devil barked. 

The God Eye descendants had been constantly using eye-bloodline techniques on this exploration, and 

right before entering the core area, the majority of them used up their trump cards. They were not only 

drained of Divine Power; their eye-bloodlines were also extremely fatigued. 

“Let’s retreat and recover some strength before launching a counterattack!” Ancient God Black Extreme 

said. 

After stopping a round of attacks from the Blazing Gold Race, the God Eye descendants chose to fall 

back. 

But the Blazing Gold Race was not willing to let them go. Even after the God Eye descendants left the 

core area, the Blazing Gold Race continued to doggedly pursue. 

They had to flee on a route that had no traps, as they would otherwise be walking into their own deaths. 

So in the end, the God Eye descendants remained in and around the core area. 

“Damn, has the Blazing Gold Race gone mad? Just how long do they plan on chasing us?” the beautiful 

girl complained. 

“Why don’t we just hand over Zhao Feng? The Blazing Gold Race is primarily after him!” one of the 

members of the group messaged everyone else except Zhao Feng. 

Everyone immediately began to consider the idea, but Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God 

Profound Devil seemed to have a different idea. 

“Even if we do that, the Blazing Gold Race still won’t let us go,” Ancient God Profound Devil suddenly 

messaged the others. 

The rest of them appeared confused. 



“If handing over Zhao Feng was enough, the Blazing Gold Race would have already stated this demand. 

But given how they keep chasing us, it seems like they intend to force us all out of this place,” Ancient 

God Black Extreme spoke. 

The rest of them were still confused. Logically speaking, these two had no reason to protect Zhao Feng. 

However, the two of them were right. Although the Blazing Gold Race’s primary goal was Zhao Feng, 

they wouldn’t just simply let them go. After all, once the God Eye descendants recovered their strength, 

they would be much stronger than the Blazing Gold Race’s group. Thus, the Blazing Gold Race had two 

goals. The first was to kill Zhao Feng while the second was to drive out all the other God Eye 

descendants. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

They flew into a massive central hall. 

“This place is...?” All the God Eye descendants were taken aback. They were just randomly running 

around the core area and paid no attention to where they were going. 

The hall they just entered was enormous. The walls were covered with majestic murals and the language 

of the Heaven’s Legacy Race. It was completely different from any of the other rooms they had gone 

through. There were also many large machines that none of them recognized installed around the hall. 

But the most striking of all was the massive eight-sided installation in the center of the hall. Eight 

transparent crystals extended from this eight-sided installation, a pair of eyes floating in each of them. 

Each of the Eight Great God Eyes was present. 

“This place is probably the most precious place in the core area!” the beautiful girl immediately said. 

Everyone else was looking at those eight pairs of eyes. 

“Those Eyes of Spacetime are nearly at the Quasi God Eye level!” 

“The Eyes of Death are also nearly at that level!” 

All the God Eye descendants couldn’t help but gasp. The eight pairs of God Eyes were all nearly at the 

Quasi God Eye level! 

“Just what was this research base researching that they were able to produce eight pairs of God Eyes 

that are nearly at the Quasi God Eye level!?” Lin Chengwu was stunned. 

However, their knowledge and experience naturally weren’t enough to guess at what the Heaven’s 

Legacy Race had been up to. 

Kabooom! 

At this moment, a majestic pressure that could incinerate all things rushed toward them. 

“Devil Shattering Heaven Flame Palm!” 

The moment Ancient God Giant Spirit appeared, he fired off a palm at all the God Eye descendants. Only 

then did he take a look at the situation. 



“Let’s go!” Ancient God Profound Devil called out. 

The God Eye descendants fled once more, at the same time observing what was happening behind 

them. 

This hall was the most crucial room in the core area. They wondered if the Blazing Gold Race would give 

up on the pursuit to gather treasure. 

To their great surprise, the Blazing Gold Race chose to continue the pursuit. 

The pursuit lasted for a long time. The already exhausted God Eye descendants were even worse off 

now. Some of them were even rather badly injured during the pursuit. 

Once more, the group arrived at the central hall of the core area. Many of the God Eye descendants 

were greatly moved by the sight of those eight pairs of God Eyes in the eight-sided installation. 

“This way is no good either!” The beautiful girl’s eyes were dim. 

She wasn’t that powerful of a fighter and was also rather weak when it came to fleeing. The Samsara 

Immortal Bodies that she used to explore the God Eye ruins had already been used as cannon fodder. 

If a Samsara Immortal Body was not completely destroyed, it could endlessly be restored to its original 

form, but if it was completely destroyed, the Eye of Samsara would need to consume a great deal of 

time and energy to re-summon it. 

“They won’t let us go unless we completely leave these ruins.” The yellow-clothed youth of the Life 

Sacred Land had a hesitant look in his eyes. He was already planning to leave. 

“Let’s fight. As long as we can kill that Rank Eight Ancient God, the remaining Rank Seven Ancient Gods 

will be easy to deal with!” Ancient God Departed Spirit had a vicious look on his face as his mind burned 

with rage. 

“Then let’s stay and fight.” Ancient God Profound Devil suddenly chuckled. 

“Mm?” Ancient God Departed Spirit immediately stared at Ancient God Profound Devil. 

His words just now were spoken completely out of anger, but for the ever-calm Ancient God Profound 

Devil to actually agree was rather surprising. 

The others also turned to Ancient God Profound Devil. 

At this moment, the Blazing Gold Race team arrived. 

“Not running anymore?” Ancient God Giant Spirit laughed. 

In truth, he was also rather angry. After being chased for so long, these God Eye descendants still 

weren’t willing to give up on the treasures of the core area. 

“Haha, your death is imminent, and you still don’t know!” Ancient God Black Extreme suddenly gave a 

pleasant laugh, his cold and sinister eyes boring straight into Ancient God Giant Spirit’s soul. 

All the God Eye descendants turned in shock to Ancient God Black Extreme. 



Ancient God Profound Devil’s words were strange, and now Ancient God Black Extreme also seemed to 

have gone mad, his words spoken without thinking. Even if all of them regained their peak strength, 

killing a Rank Eight Ancient God of the Blazing Gold Race was still rather unrealistic. 

But Zhao Feng’s eyes turned grave. He knew long ago that Ancient God Black Extreme, Ancient God 

Profound Devil, and that slim woman were part of the same team. These three different teams of God 

Eye descendants had also been organized them. 

Zhao Feng did not know their goal, but the appearance of the Blazing Gold Race was probably an 

accident. 

Just what sort of ability do these two have that they can say such things to Ancient God Giant 

Spirit? Zhao Feng began to think. 

He had no idea what Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound Devil would do next, but 

Zhao Feng inexplicably began to feel uneasy. 

That’s right! That Eye of Destiny went missing! Zhao Feng suddenly realized something. 

“Haha, I originally wanted to just drive you out of the ruins, but since you’re seeking death, don’t blame 

me!” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s eyes exploded with cold light as golden flames swept across his golden 

body. 

A boundless heat began to surge toward the God Eye descendants. 

“Kill!” The other Blazing Gold Race members activated their physical strength and shot forward like 

miniature suns. 

Whoosh! 

At this moment, a figure jumped out from one of the central hall’s side passages. It was the slim woman 

who fled earlier. 

“You’re finally here!” Ancient God Profound Devil coldly laughed. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God Profound Devil broke away from the God Eye descendants 

to join the slim woman. 

“The three of you...?” The rest of the God Eye descendants stared at the trio and grimaced. 

Ancient God Profound Devil, Ancient God Black Extreme, and the slim woman were the leaders of the 

three teams. 

Of them, Ancient God Black Extreme was the one to organize Zhao Feng’s team. Zhao Feng and the 

others all felt their hearts chill. They could faintly smell a scheme. 

“What are you trying to do? If you leave the group, we’ll all be wiped out!” the beautiful girl 

immediately scolded. 

“Who said that there were just three of us?” Ancient God Profound Devil chuckled. 



Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Three black-robed figures shot out of the passage, all of them God Eye descendants! 

“Hah, all of you, really! Our three teams were taken care of long ago,” a black-robed figure with the Eye 

of Divine Punishment mocked. 

“But you ran into the Blazing Gold Race. It’s very normal that the plan was upset,” a large man calmly 

said. 

“There are others?” Ancient God Giant Spirit immediately turned grim, but he was in no rush to attack. 

He had no idea where the woman with the Eye of Destiny found three more helpers. If all of the God Eye 

descendants worked together, the Blazing Gold Race would face certain defeat. However, something 

didn’t seem right about the situation. 

There are actually six of them! Zhao Feng showed a faint shock in his eyes. 

The six of them were the three black-robed newcomers, Ancient God Black Extreme, Ancient God 

Profound Devil, and the slim woman. 

Zhao Feng was thinking about what they said just now. 

Their three teams were taken care of? What does that mean? Zhao Feng’s eyes gradually began to fill 

with shock. 

He couldn’t help but think that these six people had each led a team to explore these ruins, but the 

teams led by the other three had all already been killed! 

“Haha, after playing with all of you for so long, it’s finally time to bring things to a close!” Ancient God 

Profound Devil coldly said. 

The other five all stepped forward. The six of them stood in a row, their eye-bloodlines all surging with 

astonishing Origin energy. 

Not good.... Zhao Feng’s heart began to thump, and his face contorted in a grimace. 

For some reason, this scene reminded him of how the five God Eye descendants back in the Continent 

Zone had used a secret technique to heavily wound True God Tian Fa. 

Chapter 1309: God Eye Fusion Art 

 “Haha, after playing with all of you for so long, it’s finally time to bring things to a close!” Ancient God 

Profound Devil coldly said. 

Originally, the three of them planned to have their teams meet in the core area and kill each other so 

that they could seize all the God Eye descendants in one fell swoop. However, the appearance of the 

Blazing Gold Race made a mess of their plans. 

Even if both sides fought and heavily injured each other, the three leaders had no way of cleaning up the 

aftermath. Thus, the slim woman slipped away to find their other comrades in this place. Now, the six of 

them had gathered together, and they no longer needed to keep running. 



The other five all stepped forward. The six of them stood in a row, their eye-bloodlines all surging with 

astonishing Origin energy. 

Not good.... Zhao Feng’s heart began to thump, and his face contorted in a grimace. 

For some reason, this scene reminded him of how the five God Eye descendants back in the Continent 

Zone had used a secret technique to heavily wound True God Tian Fa. 

But everyone else didn’t seem very worried. 

“I don’t know why you lured me here, but your plan has failed. Just what do you think you can do with 

your level of strength?” Ancient God Departed Spirit sneered. 

Ancient God Profound Devil, Ancient God Black Extreme, and the slim woman were the leaders of their 

three teams and the issuers of the mission. Now, they had apparently joined up with another group. 

The God Eye descendants present naturally now understood that these God Eye ruins were a trap from 

the very start. If the Blazing Gold Race had not appeared, their three teams would have probably begun 

to fight each other in the core area. 

The appearance of the Blazing Gold Race had caused the three teams to join together, ruining the 

original plan. However, the current situation also didn’t seem very good. They were no match for the 

Blazing Gold Race in the first place, and now, both Ancient God Black Extreme and Ancient God 

Profound Devil had left. 

But Ancient God Profound Devil’s new team only had six people, and among them, the Eye of Destiny 

had no fighting abilities. Thus, this team of six could be considered the weakest of the three sides. 

Yet this group of mysterious mission issuers was the brashest of the lot. They even dared to say in front 

of the Blazing Gold Race that Ancient God Giant Spirit was about to die and everything was about to 

come to an end. 

The members of the Blazing Gold Race were infuriated, but Ancient God Giant Spirit and the violet-

robed elder stopped them from doing anything rash. They weren’t capable of fighting everyone here, so 

they needed to be cautious. 

“Regardless of what you want to do, everything is over now.” Ancient God Profound Devil indifferently 

scanned the crowd, showing no regard for any of them. 

After saying this, the six God Eye descendants began to circulate their Origin energy. 

“Origin energy! What are they planning?” The other God Eye descendants were alarmed and suspicious. 

Origin energy was the foundation of an eye-bloodline and was rarely used unless absolutely necessary. 

The Blazing Gold Race side was unperturbed. It was just the Origin energy of six God Eye descendants, 

not anything to worry about. 

The one with the greatest change of expression was none other than Zhao Feng. 

As expected, they know the God Eye Fusion Art! Zhao Feng’s mind was reeling as he unconsciously began 

to step backward. 



He had seen for himself the power of the God Eye Fusion Art. Even an expert one level higher could be 

instantly killed. 

But the God Eye Fusion Art shouldn’t be able to be used for very long. Zhao Feng somewhat calmed 

down. 

The God Eye Fusion Art was extremely taxing, so there was a limit to how long it could be used, certainly 

not enough to handle everyone present. 

But a moment later, Zhao Feng’s eyes turned grave. The six God Eye descendants, helmed by Ancient 

God Profound Devil, began to make gestures with their hands, controlling their Origin Energies to fuse 

together. 

It seems like I underestimated them! Zhao Feng once more became nervous. 

He remembered that, back in the Continent Zone, of the five God Eye descendants, four of them 

released their Origin energy and gave it to Sacred King Samsara to control. But at this time, all six of the 

God Eye descendants were playing the role of controller. This meant that the power unleashed by the 

God Eye Fusion would be even more exquisite and perfect. 

On the Blazing Gold Race’s side, both Ancient God Giant Spirit and the violet-robed elder slightly 

frowned. They felt that something was wrong. Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of six was simply too 

confident and composed, and their actions were far too strange. 

“We can’t act too recklessly. If we attack Ancient God Profound Devil’s group, Zhao Feng’s group will 

definitely join with them and attack us,” the violet-robed elder messaged to the members of his team. 

But a moment later, Ancient God Giant Spirit growled and shot toward Ancient God Profound Devil’s 

group of six in a ball of golden light. 

On the surface, it appeared like Ancient God Profound Devil’s group was of no threat to them, but 

Ancient God Giant Spirit’s intuition told him that this group was up to something fishy. If these enemies 

weren’t stopped now, the Blazing Gold Race would suffer horrifying consequences. 

“Devil Shattering Heaven Flame Palm!” Ancient God Giant Spirit fused his physical and bloodline energy 

into a massive mountain of golden flames that rumbled toward Ancient God Profound Devil’s team. 

“Go!” Ancient God Profound Devil sensed Ancient God Giant Spirit’s movements and sent his mind into 

his Interspatial Dimension, removing from it a triangular piece of metal. 

Dingding! Clank! 

The triangular piece of metal was activated, complicated patterns emerging on its surface. Dark silver 

barriers of light spilled out from its three sides, creating a barrier that tightly enclosed the six of them. 

Boom! Bang! 

Ancient God Giant Spirit’s peerless palm collided against the dark silver barrier, but this attack that 

contained all his power was actually blocked by this barrier. 

Kabooom! 



Two energies fiercely smashed against each other. After a long while, the dark silver barrier began to 

dim, but by the time that happened, the power of Ancient God Giant Spirit’s palm had completely 

dissipated. 

Clingclang! 

The triangular piece of metal dropped to the ground. It was clear that this was a one-time-use object. 

Once it had been used, it essentially became trash. 

Everyone present, including Ancient God Giant Spirit, was stunned by this sight. Something that could 

block the full-power blow of a Rank Eight Ancient God could be considered a life-saving trump card. 

“It was actually blocked...?” Ancient God Giant Spirit grimaced as he once more began to gather his 

strength into another attack. 

But at this moment, he suddenly sensed a strength that could reign supreme over all things – that a 

lethal crisis was about to befall him. 

Boom! Bzzzzz! 

A mysterious strength that distorted space appeared over the heads of Ancient God Profound Devil’s 

group of six. This power was indistinct, as if it didn’t really exist, and yet it was also the god of the world, 

able to influence all things! From a distance, one could vaguely make out what appeared to be an eye 

within this indistinct ball of energy. 

Whoosh! 

Ancient God Giant Spirit retreated back to the Blazing Gold Race’s group. 

“This energy...!” The God Eye descendants all had stunned and startled expressions. Their eyes were all 

transfixed on that ball of indistinct power hanging over Ancient God Profound Devil’s group. 

“How could this be? It’s the energy of a God Eye!” All the God Eye descendants could clearly sense that 

unique and supreme aura of a God Eye. 

They had seen with their own eyes the group of six use a secret art to summon this power. Otherwise, 

they might have believed that one of these six either had a God Eye or had a God Eye Deity backing 

them. 

“Not good! Retreat for now!” Ancient God Giant Spirit growled as he began to flee. 

This energy was far too terrifying and could definitely pose a lethal threat to him. And given how he 

acted earlier, Ancient God Profound Devil’s group definitely wouldn’t let the Blazing Gold Race go free. 

“Let’s go!” The remaining members of the Blazing Gold Race saw their leader fleeing and immediately 

followed. 

On the other side, Zhao Feng was also feeling a desire to retreat. 

“Today, no one will be able to escape this place!” Beneath that indistinct energy, Ancient God Profound 

Devil sneered. 



“Seal!” The six formed a spell in unison, apparently communicating with the indistinct ball of energy 

over their heads. 

Suddenly, the ball of energy unleashed an indistinct barrier that spread in all directions. In a flash, this 

barrier completely engulfed the central hall. 

“A boundary!?” Ancient God Giant Spirit, who was anxious to flee, sensed the boundary energy in front 

of him and immediately gathered his Space Intent and punched. 

Boom! Bang! 

A giant fist of blazing flames slammed into the boundary and was stopped dead. Even more strangely, 

the power in the fist began to gradually wane. After two seconds, those flames that were as bright as 

the sun became like the glowing of fireflies, after which they were extinguished. 

“This is...” Zhao Feng’s face immediately turned grim. Ancient God Giant Spirit’s punch did no damage 

whatsoever to the boundary, and its energy had been seemingly absorbed. If that was the case, even he 

would find it very difficult to escape. 

It was the same God Eye Fusion Art, but Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of six was clearly much 

more skilled in its application. And with the six of them controlling the energy, they had many more 

ways of using this energy. 

“All of you are already fish in a barrel.” Ancient God Black Extreme sinisterly chuckled. 

“Without our permission, you intruded into our territory. The only end for you is death!” Ancient God 

Profound Devil turned his eyes to the Blazing Gold Race team. 

Buzz! Bzzz! 

Their hands gestured out more spells, and the indistinct energy above them seemed to respond, 

thumping like a heart. Suddenly, an indistinct chain shot out, a sharp point attached to its tip. 

Thwish! 

This chain shot straight toward Ancient God Giant Spirit. 

“Damn!” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s face turned ashen as he took out a square golden shield. 

Clingclang! 

The tip at the end of the chain stabbed straight into the shield. 

“How!? This is a high-quality divine artifact!” Ancient God Giant Spirit panicked. 

He found it impossible to determine what kind of energy formed this chain, but this energy made him 

feel like he was in mortal danger, and it had easily pierced through his high-quality divine artifact. 

Although it was on the lower end of defensive high-quality divine artifacts, it was still a high-quality 

divine artifact! 

Clingcling! Thwish! 



A few moments later, the chain finished piercing through the shield. But by this time, Ancient God Giant 

Spirit had already moved aside. The chain passed through where he had originally been standing. 

Whoosh! 

A Blazing Gold Race member standing behind that area was pierced by the chain. 

Boom! Bang! 

The moment he was pierced by the chain, his body exploded, and the golden soul in his body was pulled 

out by the indistinct chain. No matter how it struggled, it couldn’t escape. Slowly, his soul dimmed until 

it was no more. 

Killed in a single blow without the slightest suspense! 

Everyone saw what happened. Their bodies were frozen to the spot as if they had been petrified. This 

was a power that could make a Rank Eight Ancient God flee, pierce through a high-quality defensive 

divine artifact, and instantly kill a Rank Seven Ancient God. What sort of power could accomplish this? 

Chapter 1310: Invincible Power 

 “It was actually dodged?” Ancient God Profound Devil’s flat and indifferent voice broke the silence. 

“Just what sort of power is that?” the violet-robed elder of the Blazing Gold Race asked with a trembling 

voice. 

It had instantly killed a Rank Seven Ancient God without even giving a chance to struggle, even 

annihilating the soul. Anyone who was pierced by this indistinct chain would probably suffer the same 

result. 

Nearby, Ancient God Giant Spirit was ghastly pale, his heart still thumping in fear. Even though he was a 

Rank Eight Ancient God, if he had not dodged that attack just now, he would have been instantly killed 

all the same. 

Zhao Feng’s expression chilled. Back in the Continent Zone, using Sacred King Samsara’s secret art just 

once had taken all their energy, so the power of the attack was enormous and extremely difficult to 

avoid. 

After using this secret art once, the six did not appear to have expended much energy and could 

seemingly use it again. However, the power and area of the attack were correspondingly weaker. 

“How...? How could they be this strong?” Ancient God Departed Spirit was stunned. 

Earlier, he had even said that Ancient God Profound Devil’s group wouldn’t be able to do anything. But 

now, Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of six was wielding a mysterious energy that could easily kill a 

Rank Seven Ancient God without the slightest suspense. 

“You won’t be so lucky next time.” Ancient God Profound Devil coldly harrumphed. 

At this moment, the group of six formed another spell. The indistinct energy above them once more 

produced a chain, identical to the first. 



“Oh no!” Ancient God Giant Spirit grimaced. 

The target this time was still apparently him, and there seemed to be an additional chain this time, 

making the attack even more difficult to avoid. 

“Everyone, they’ve already locked down this area. If we don’t kill them, we will be the ones dying here!” 

The panicked Ancient God Giant Spirit immediately turned to Zhao Feng and the other God Eye 

descendants to propose an alliance. 

“It seems like that’s our only option,” Ancient God Departed Spirit grimly said. 

After all, Ancient God Profound Devil’s true target was the God Eye descendants. Although his group of 

six was dealing with the Blazing Gold Race first, there was no way that they would let their actual target 

go. 

“Mm, we have to undo their secret art!” The azure-robed elder’s eyes gleamed. 

The secret art used by Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of six had the power to annihilate everything. 

Even Ancient God Giant Spirit feared it. But once their secret art was undone, the six of them would just 

be ordinary Rank Seven Ancient Gods. Whether it was the Blazing Gold Race team or the temporary 

alliance between the azure-robed elder, Ancient God Departed Spirit, and Zhao Feng, either party would 

be able to easily take care of them. 

In addition, the azure-robed elder was extremely interested in the secret art used by Ancient God 

Profound Devil’s group. 

Zhao Feng also did not object to an alliance with the Blazing Gold Race. After all, the most important 

thing here was survival. Zhao Feng could sense that he was one of Ancient God Profound Devil’s primary 

targets, so he was all too anxious to get rid of this threat. 

The Blazing Gold Race and Zhao Feng’s group began to approach the center. 

“Hmph, pointless.” Ancient God Profound Devil had an indifferent look on his face, apparently caring 

little about their alliance. 

Clingclingclang! 

But the two chains within that ball of energy shot out nevertheless. 

These two chains shooting out like venomous snakes had everyone shivering in fear. 

“Dodge!” the azure-robed elder cried out in alarm. 

Anyone struck by these chains was doomed. 

“The chains are targeting me. Use this chance to attack them and break their secret art!” Ancient God 

Giant Spirit roared, using a secret speed skill to transform into a golden streak of light. 

“Okay!” The God Eye descendants charged at Ancient God Profound Devil’s group. 

The remaining members of the Blazing Gold Race put all their energy into attacking the chains, hoping to 

impede them and give Ancient God Giant Spirit a chance to dodge. 



“Finally, something to do!” The other three God Eye descendants in Ancient God Profound Devil’s group 

began to form spells with their hands, communicating with the indistinct energy above them. 

Bzzzz! 

The eye-like ball of twisted and indistinct energy immediately unleashed a barrier over the group of six. 

“Death Light Wave!” 

“Destruction Flash!” 

The holders of the Eye of Death and Eye of Destruction in Zhao Feng’s group circulated their Eye Intent 

and unleashed their most powerful techniques. A gloomy black ripple of light and a dazzling golden 

beam impacted against the indistinct barrier. 

But the results were not as they imagined. These powerful attacks from the two God Eye descendants 

only created ripples on the barrier. 

Swish! 

Destruction and Death energy battered the barrier, attempting to break through. But in the end, even 

after these energies were completely consumed, they still had no effect. 

“How could this be? Not even Death Intent or Destruction Intent work?” The azure-robed elder was 

stupefied. 

Death Intent and Destruction Intent were two of the strongest Intents, but their attacks didn’t have 

even the slightest effect against this barrier. 

“Let me try!” Lin Chengwu blinked forward, his Eye of Spacetime already turning. 

“Extreme Space Blade!” 

A dazzling gold and silver blade gathered in front of his eyes. 

Thwish! 

This blade suddenly vanished, and when it appeared once more, it was right in front of the barrier. 

“Not even Space Intent does anything!?” Lin Chengwu was surprised. 

His idea just now was to use a spacetime eye-bloodline technique to get past the barrier and attack one 

of the people inside it. However, his Extreme Space Blade was forced to appear as it approached the 

barrier. 

Swoosh! Swish! 

The gold and silver blade with its formidable space-piercing abilities clashed against the barrier, but it 

slowly began to scatter as it ran up against the barrier. 

“Earthshaking Nova!” Zhao Feng also used a few eye-bloodline techniques, but all of them were blocked 

by the barrier without exception. 



On the other side, Ancient God Giant Spirit was powerful and had a variety of techniques. With the 

assistance of the rest of the Blazing Gold Race members, he was able to avoid the two chains. 

As Ancient God Giant Spirit dodged, he occasionally observed how Zhao Feng’s side was doing. 

“How could this be? Not even the Intent energy of God Eye descendants can pierce through the defense 

of their secret art?” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s face was ashen. 

Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of six could be said to be wielding both the most powerful spear 

and the most powerful shield. 

“Ancient God Profound Devil, stop saving energy. Kill that Rank Eight Ancient God and the rest will be 

easy to deal with,” the slim woman scanned the area with her Eye of Destiny and declared. 

“Okay!” Ancient God Profound Devil’s face turned grim and his eyes exploded with cold light. 

The two chains suddenly retracted. 

“What’s going on?” Ancient God Giant Spirit turned in surprise to Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of 

six. His intuition told him that his enemies would not easily give up. 

Not good! They’re changing their method of attack! Zhao Feng’s heart sank. He was keenly aware of the 

true power this secret art could display. 

Buzz! Bzzz! 

At this moment, the indistinct ball of energy began to exude mysterious rays of light. These faint rays of 

light began to outline a fuzzy pupil. 

Not good.... Ancient God Giant Spirit shivered. As this indistinct eye stared at him, he felt his blood, 

Divine Power, and soul giving up all resistance and submitting to it. 

Ancient God Giant Spirit felt an unprecedented danger, and his soul was constantly shivering. 

Boom! 

The indistinct eye suddenly exploded with light, and then it fired an indistinct ball of energy. 

“No, I don’t want to die...!” Ancient God Giant Spirit’s eyes almost bulged out, his face stricken by terror 

and despair. He could keenly sense that, no matter where he fled, he would not be able to dodge this 

attack. 

Ancient God Giant Spirit did not want to die like this. He burned his Origin Divine Power, transforming 

into a golden sun as he prepared to flee. 

But just as he began to move, that mysterious and indistinct power that ruled over all appeared in front 

of him. 

“Noooooooo...!” 

Boom! Bang! 



Ancient God Giant Spirit’s screams were drowned out by an all-destroying explosion. Faint spatial 

fractures appeared in the center of the explosions, pulling in the surrounding space. 

Once the destructive storm died down, nothing was left. Ancient God Giant Spirit was instantly slayed! 

“Ancient God Giant Spirit!” 

“This is impossible!” 

All the members of the Blazing Gold Race were utterly frozen for a few moments, and then they began 

to shout in alarm. The leader of their team and their strongest member had been instantly slain. 

“What kind of energy is this...!?” The God Eye descendants around Zhao Feng all swallowed, staring in 

shock at where a Rank Eight Ancient God had once stood. 

“Even with my Samsara Immortal Body, I wouldn’t be able to survive!” The beautiful girl couldn’t help 

but tremble. She, who had never feared death before, now understood its terror. 

“That’s how it should be. If you don’t give them something to look at, they think that they’re really 

something.” Ancient God Black Extreme sneered. 

“The attack just now was too powerful. We nearly destroyed this place’s precious research results. We 

should remove these things first,” the slim woman coldly said. 

The attack that killed Ancient God Giant Spirit had already destroyed one of the nearby instruments, and 

it had nearly affected the eight-sided installment in the center. 

“Mm!” The rest of the group nodded. 

Their primary objective in this mission was to move out the research results and data from these ruins. 

Capturing God Eye descendants was just a side project. 

Swish! Swish! Swish! 

The six began to take out strange tools and activate them. A moment later, the many instruments in the 

central hall suddenly came to life. 

Dingding! Clank! 

Many of the instruments began to shrink and then move to the group of six. 

“They can control these instruments and installations of the Heaven’s Legacy Race!?” 

“How? Do they belong to the Heaven’s Legacy Race?” 

Everyone else stared in shock at this scene. Ancient God Profound Devil’s group of six ignored their 

presence and occupied themselves with their task. 

It only took a short while for the central hall to be emptied out. The only thing left was the eight-sided 

installation in the center. 

“We can’t move this installation. Just take the fruits of the research and the data inside!” Ancient God 

Profound Devil ordered as he made an attempt to operate the installation. 



It made a few strange sounds. The transparent crystal extensions carrying the eight pairs of God Eye 

descendant eyes detached from the installation. 

“God Eye descendant eyes verging on the Quasi God Eye level...!” Ancient God Departed Spirit was 

slightly tempted. 

If he was able to obtain a pair of Eyes of Death on the verge of the Quasi God Eye level, he might be able 

to absorb the energy in those eyes and trigger a transformation in his own pair of eyes. Advancing to the 

Quasi God Eye level was not out of the question. But he did not dare to move. 

The other God Eye descendants were also burning with desire for those eight pairs of eyes, but none of 

them dared to move either. 

But at this moment, a silver-gray light shot out from one of the entrances to the hall. 

Thwish! 

The light instantly appeared above one of the crystal extensions, after which the lithe and slender body 

of the little thieving cat appeared. 

“Not good! It’s the Heaven’s Legacy Cat!” Ancient God Profound Devil immediately warned. 

“It’s really a Heaven’s Legacy Cat?” The Eye of Divine Punishment in Ancient God Profound Devil’s team 

was flabbergasted. 

 


